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About the EMSA 2024

The European Magnetic Sensors and Actuators Conference (EMSA) is a consolidated European forum that serves to assess the status, recent progress, and development in the field of magnetic sensor technology and magnetic actuators. It was first held in 1996 in Iasi (Romania) and since then has continued every two-three years in different European cities. The aim of the conference is to generate an overview of research in magnetic sensors and actuators, to recognize their relevance in modern industry and to identify potential future collaborations. EMSA 2024 will provide an excellent opportunity to bring together scientists and engineers from universities, research institutes and industry to present and discuss their most recent results covering both fundamental and applied aspects of magnetic sensors and actuators.

Conference topics

1. Novel magnetic materials
2. Modelling and simulation
3. Magnetic sensors
4. Magnetic actuators
5. Magnetic MEMS
6. Biomedical Applications of sensors and actuators
7. Applications of spin phenomena
8. Other applications
9. Metrology

Language

Language of the conference is English.
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Conference Date & Venue

The XIV European Magnetic Sensors and Actuators Conference (EMSA 2024) will take place from 24th - 27th June 2024 at the Pavol Jozef Šafárik University in Košice, Slovakia, located in the very center of Košice city. The oral sessions will be carried out in the LECTURE HALL P5, one of the lecture halls of the University, whereas the coffee breaks and poster sessions will be carried out in the MINERVA building. Lunches will be served in the SOCRATES building. All buildings are located in recently renewed campus of the Pavol Jozef Šafárik University and are within a walking distance from the Košice city center (see map below).
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Preface

Dear colleagues,

I wish you a pleasant stay in Košice and I hope very much that the EMSA 2024 accomplishes all your expectations. I would like to express my thanks to all speakers and to all posters contributors for their active participation. They help us to keep high scientific level of the EMSA. Last, but not least, I would like to thank to all members of both programme and local committee, respectively.

Košice, June 24, 2024

Rastislav Varga (chairman)
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Information for presenters

Oral presentations

INVITED contributions will be 25 minutes long + 5 minutes discussion. ORAL contributions will be 12 minutes long + 3 minutes of discussion. Using your own laptop is not allowed. Present yourself to the session chair at least 15 minutes before the beginning of the session to upload your presentation to the conference room PC using a USB Key. The beamer and screen are set to a 16:9 aspect ratio. Please prepare your slides accordingly. Presentations will be run from the PC which is having Window OS installed together with the Office 2021 suite. Presentation can be prepared in Power Point format or in Adobe PDF format.

Poster presentations

Posters must be 120 cm (height) × 80 cm (width) (A0 format, portrait). Presenters must provide their own printout of the poster, including title and authors. Session codes will be displayed on the session boards. Material for hanging posters will be available. Please hang your poster during the morning sessions and remove it at the end of the poster session.
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Low Noise Magnetoelectric Composite Sensors

Jeffrey McCord 1, *

1 Department of Materials Science, Kiel University, 24143 Kiel, Germany
* presenting author email: jmc@tf.uni-kiel.de

Magnetoelectric composite sensors are devices that detect and measure magnetic fields around permanent magnets, electrical conductors, and electrical devices. As such, they are particularly relevant for applications in IoT, 5G, smartphones, energy, and biomedical engineering. In this context, dedicated research is being carried out on novel thin film composite magnetoelectric (ME) sensor concepts for the detection of magnetic fields down to the picotesla range. Advanced wide-field magneto-optical Kerr effect microscopy with high temporal resolution is used to study local effects in operating ME composite sensor structures. Together with supporting electrical measurements, the realized magnetospatial analysis of working devices sheds light on magnetization changes due to domain nucleation, domain wall resonances, domain wall bending modes, and spin-wave-like phenomena. Each of these is specific to different types of composite ME sensors, ranging from resonance to modulated to $\Delta E$ to SAW sensor systems. Complementary electrical noise and detection limit analyses reveal the different noise mechanisms, electrical and magnetic, for the different sensors. By understanding the complex magnetic interactions, strategies and implementations are identified to optimize magnetic sensor structures.

The design and application of flux closing magnetic multilayer structures with minimal noise is discussed. Magnetostatically stabilized but still responsive single magnetic domain layers are the basis for low noise sensors due to the absence of magnetic domain walls. Limits for sensitivity enhancement from additional magnetoelastic domain effects will be discussed. Beyond magnetic domain engineering, other schemes of magnetic noise suppression, based on a combination of sensing and pinning magnetic multilayer stacks are demonstrated. By introducing special magnetic sensing layers the influence of the electrical carrier signal to noise is virtually eliminated. The magnetically enforced reduction of the electrical background signal paves the way for ultra-low noise ME sensor applications capable of detecting picotesla magnetic fields. We show that with the current approaches and beyond magnetic domain activity, we are seeing novel effects based on non-linear magnetoelastic effects. Low noise sensor detectabilities are now approaching fundamental limits.
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Low Noise Fluxgate Sensors for Biomedical Applications

Mattia Butta Gonzales

Department of Measurement, Faculty of Electrician Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague, Prague, The Czech Republic

* presenting author email: buttamat@fel.cvut.cz

Biomedical applications typically require very low noise magnetic sensors, since the magnetic field to be measured are usually very small. Traditionally SQUIDs have been the only sensors able to reach noise levels low enough to be employed in this field. However, the necessity of cryogenic temperature limits the applications of these sensors to fields where extremely low noise is required. Meanwhile, during the last lustre the noise of other sensors have been strongly reduced until becoming competitive in fields like magnetocardiography where tens of pT in a bandwidth from 1 Hz to few tens of Hz is required. Among them orthogonal fluxgate have shown remarkable results achieving noise well below 1 pT/√Hz in the bandwidth of interest [1]. One of the advantages of orthogonal fluxgates is the high spatial resolution which, together with the low cost allowed to create a matrix of sensors to map the magnetic field produced by a human heart [2].

In this contribution I will present how it was possible to achieve these results. Starting from the requirements for magnetocardiography (MCG) diagnostic and in particular the necessity to measure the T wave on a large number of points, I will present the methods used to achieve low noise magnetometer with high spatial for MCG. These include the development of a composition for amorphous Co-rich magnetic microwires which retain low magnetostriction when annealed to increase their circular anisotropy; this is obtained by decreasing the amount of iron so that the negative magnetostriction becomes close to zero after annealing. I will present the dependence of the noise on the geometry of the sensor and in particular how to increase the spatial resolution in the axis of the sensor without causing an excessive increase of noise. Unexpectedly, even using multiple shorter coils on the same core does not significantly increase the noise.

A very important aspect of biomagnetic fields is that they rapidly decay in space, therefore one may be lead to believe that, for instance, just a few cm far from the chest the MCG signal is vanishing and not measurable. From this point of view we show how the ferromagnetic core of the fluxgate acts as a flux concentrator which carries the signal even at several centimeters far from the chest making it measurable. An important focus will be given to the electronic which creates low noise excitation current for the sensors, as well as amplify and demodulate the signal from the pick-up coil and how this was designed to minimized the noise of the magnetometer. In particular, I show how a proper design of the preamplifier can reduce the current absorbed by the coil and return higher sensitivity contributing to decrease the noise floor of the sensor.

Another important aspect of the implementation of orthogonal fluxgates for real-life applications like MCG is the manufacturing process of the sensor itself. Traditionally fluxgates are known to have a low noise only on few samples over a large batch of produced
sensors. Since applications like MCG require a large number of sensors with low cost it would not be feasible to use this technology unless a very high yield ratio. I will show how we managed to achieve a yield larger than 95% on batch of serially produced sensor, proving that the technology is ready for mass implementation. Finally I will also discuss the limitations of this technology with special regard to offset stability with temperature and how, however, this limitations can be mitigated when not directly corrected.
MR Sensors Integration with Soft Magnetic Elastomers for Tactile Applications

Susana Cardoso\textsuperscript{1,2,*}, P. Ribeiro\textsuperscript{1,2,†}, F. Meda\textsuperscript{1,2}, L. Jamone\textsuperscript{3}
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Composite magnetic materials have been explored for several applications ranging from biomedical to robotics [1]. The ability to incorporate homogeneous and dense nanoparticles in elastomer matrix creates opportunities for the integration with magnetic sensors in flexible electronics [2], providing viable for large area applications. In addition, biocompatibility between the elastomers and liquid interfaces have been explored in magnetic cytometry [3] and tactile sensors for harsh environment applications [4].

In this work, we will discuss the integration of magnetoresistive (TMR) sensors in tactile sensors, and demonstrated in surface texture and environment exploration. The use of magnetic elastomer cilia, able to recognize bending upon touch, in x and y directions, using two pairs of magnetic sensors, sensitive in both directions enables to detect $H_x$ and $H_y$ [5], for a comprehension of the actions over the sensor surface. The magneto-mechanical model for the cilia bending upon touch is presented, so to obtain values for the pressure from the bending angle. A distributed architecture is also presented, where the sensor point location translates the variations in the field mapping distribution over a 2D surface of an elastomer (continuous skin model). Here a point contact action will deform the field matrix, and the 1D or 2D sensors will identify the application point and orientation of the applied force.
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Highly Sensitive Off-diagonal Magneto-Impedance Sensor System for Bio Magnetic Field Measurement

Tsuyoshi Uchiyama
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Magneto-Impedance effect by pulse excitation in amorphous wire is limited in the surface layer by skin effect due to magnetic rotation. We have constituted highly sensitive linear micro magnetic field sensors utilizing off-diagonal Magneto-Impedance (MI) effect [1]. Recently we have succeeded in producing pico-Tesla ($10^{-8}$ Oe) resolution MI sensors [2] due to ultra-low intrinsic magnetic noise of amorphous wire. Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) have ultrasensitive, which have been utilized for bio-magnetic signals. For example, magneto-cardiography (MCG) is a noninvasive technology that measures the magnetic field of the heart. We have tried to measure MCG signal using MI gradiometer. Figure 1 shows magnetic signal at 4 cm left the pit of the stomach. The subject was a man. A distance between from sensor head to a body surface is about 10 mm. The magnetic signal shown was averaged for 20 cycles. The magnetic wave form was well corresponding to the ECG wave form.

Meanwhile, we have also tried MEG (magnetoencephalography) measurements of spontaneous brain activity (alpha rhythm) via pico-tesla resolution MI sensor. It was evalu-

Figure 1: MCG signals in averaging over 20 cycles at 25 mm to the left of the pit of the stomach.
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ated that Alpha rhythm have a maximum amplitude of approximately 8 pT, with main frequency components at 9-13 Hz, which depends on state of eye closing or opening.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT This work was partly supported by JST A-STEP Grant Number JPMJTR221D, Japan.
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Magnetic Actuation based Mattertronic Circuitry Platform for Multiplexed Single Cells Analysis and Beyond

Yumin Kang¹, Keonmok Kim¹, Abbas Ali¹, Hanyong Kim¹, Byeonghwa Lim², CheolGi Kim¹ ∗
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THE PRECISE DELIVERY of bio-functionalized matters is of great interest in emerging biomedical technologies from the fundamental and applied viewpoints. Particularly, most existing single cell platforms are unable to achieve large scale operation with flexibility on cells and digital manipulation towards multiplex cell tweezers. Recently, the flexibility of magnetic shuttling technology using nano/micro-scale magnets for the circuitry manipulation of bio-carriers has gained significant advances for a versatile living cell manipulation tasks [1,2,3]. Herein, let’s call “spintrophoresis” using micro-/nano-sized Spintronic devices rather than “magnetophoresis” using bulk magnet. Especially analogy of IC chip via the electronic carriers of electron and hole has been implemented in the integrated spintrophoretic circuit platform with passive and active circuitry elements of collector, resistor, diode, capacitor and gating transistor of magnetic and pseudo-diamagnetic bio-carriers (mattertronics: matter+tronics), using remote magnetic actuation.

Figure 1: Magnetic potential energy over micro-magnetic pattern for magnetic and PsD holes [4].
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In fact, each cells have the heterogeneous bio-chemical characteristics, as well as different drug resistance. As for the realization of future personalized diagnosis and care considering the individual cell heterogeneity, primary hurdle is development of multiexed cell manipulation method. Here, magnetic assisted multiplexed cell array will offer the promising versatile platform for multiplexed cell tweezeriing, compared with the other methods including current FACS and optical tweezers. Here I will introduce the novel spintronic devices and their integrated platform for versatile multiplexed tweezers of living cells, which enables a portable multiplex cell manipulation platform for electro-bio-chemical analysis in individual cellular level.
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Towards Reprogrammable Magnetoresistive Sensors
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Magnetoresistive sensors can deliver high sensitivity and spatial resolution in magnetic field detection, ideal to leverage applications in navigation, robotics or biomedicine. Being able to manipulate the device’s properties, as needed and during operation, has the potential to push further the limits of performance, and broaden applications of spintronic sensors. In this talk, recent results to engineer key properties as sensitivity, multiaxial detection, or thermal resilience will be discussed, addressing the level of development of the chosen approaches. Such strategies open pathways to design versatile sensing devices with on-demand tunable characteristics.
From Košice to the Orbit. A Successful Story of Applied Magnetism

Miroslav Šmelko 1, Patrik Kašper 2, Josef Blažek 1, Jozef Hudák 1, Ivan Mikita 1, Pavol Lipovský 1, Katarína Draganová 2, Viktor Kán 3, Tomáš Kliment 4
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Presented article briefly explains the history and the success of applied magnetism, that has been the main focus of research and development scientist group originally seated at the Slovak Air Force Academy of Milan Rastislav Štefánik in Košice. The group was focused on measuring of magnetic field since 1982 when they develop the first digital magnetometer in former Czechoslovakia. Knowledge gathered during development of magnetometer and its further use for research activities led into wide industrial application of magnetism after 1990. The industrial version of magnetometer has been developed for mining and steel production industry. The scope of research has been spread

Figure 1: Magnetisation curve of satellite actuator core optimized for minimal coercivity and maximal linearity.
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again and topics as non-destructive diagnostics of machines, non-destructive archaeological prospection or magnetic navigation has been successfully solved.

In 2014 the skCUBE project was started and development of the first Slovak satellite began. Most of the knowledge in the field of applied magnetism has been used in development of magnetic actuators and calibration method for onboard magnetometer. Success of this work lead into cooperation on following satellite mission GRBAAlpha. Nowadays, the research is continuing in the project consortium focused on the scaling of the magnetic actuator for satellites in weight category from 70 to 500 kg.

The article explains the results of development of satellite actuators. Laboratory measurements show that the efficiency of actuator is almost doubled in respect to the standard commercial products in CubeSat category. Based on this research the actuator can provide higher performance within the same volume, weight and input power, or provide the same performance and save volume, weight and input power.
Additive Manufacturing of Heusler-type Heat Exchangers for Solid State Refrigeration

Daniel Salazar†
† BCMaterials, Basque Center for Materials, Applications and Nanostructures, UPV/EHU Science Park, Leioa 48940, Spain
* presenting author email: daniel.salazar@bcmaterials.net

Existing societal challenges require advancing innovative, eco-friendly technologies and the capacity to manufacture 3D structures sustainably and profitably. Progress in caloric materials, such as magneto- or elasto-caloric compounds, as integral components of the forthcoming generation of energy-efficient devices, offer new opportunities for exploring potential breakthroughs in additive manufacturing. Metamagnetic shape memory alloys emerge as promising candidates for magnetic refrigeration due to their high entropy change through the first-order martensitic transformation. Nonetheless, it is essential to note that their crystalline phase destabilizes at elevated temperatures exceeding 300 °C.

In this work, we formulated original inks and pastes tailored for cold extrusion printing techniques, enabling the fabrication of intricate 3D structures using high-performance NiMnSn-based magnetocaloric powders. A sustainable matrix of hydroxypropyl cellulose and deionized water as a solvent was used. The ink, comprising over 95 wt.% of powder, was carefully optimized to attain ideal viscosity, resulting in the capability to deposit a maximum of 250 layers with the utmost printing resolution (0.5 mm wall thickness).

The proposed post-processing for the printed structures involves two main steps: (i) specialized thermal treatments for desiccating the printed structures, eliminating the polymer via calcination, succeeded by sintering to achieve an all-metal structure, and (ii) nickel electrodeposition to protect the printed structure against corrosion. Furthermore, we demonstrate that incorrectly printed workpieces can be recycled by dissolving them in water, significantly minimizing material loss and improving the cost-effectiveness and environmental sustainability of the printing process.

Acknowledgement The author gratefully thanks the support received from the Spanish Ministry of Science, Innovation and Universities through the grant number MCIN/AEI/10.13039/501100011033.
The Impact of Temperature on the Magnetic Properties and Magneto-Impedance Effect of Glass-coated Microwires
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Studies of temperature dependence of the Giant magnetoimpedance, GMI, effect become essentially relevant from the viewpoint of applications of magnetic wire inclusions embedded in multifunctional composite materials for non-destructive and non-contact stress and temperature monitoring [1]. Most of the few studies on temperature dependence of GMI were performed in thick amorphous wires without glass coating and in very limited temperature range [2]. Although the highest GMI effect is usually observed in Co-rich magnetic microwires, GMI effect of Fe-rich glass-coated microwires can be substantially improved by stress-annealing induced magnetic anisotropy [3].

We studied the temperature dependence of the magnetic properties and giant magnetoimpedance, GMI, effect in Co_{69.2}Fe_{3}Ni_{1}B_{12.5}Si_{11}Mo_{1.5}C_{1.2} and Fe_{75}B_{9}Si_{12}C_{4} glass-coated microwires, with nearly-zero and positive magnetostriction coefficient, respectively. The amorphous glass coated microwires were produced by the Taylor Ulitovsky technique and measured in as-prepared and annealed states. Remarkable change in the hysteresis loops and GMI effect is observed for both samples upon heating. Co_{69.2}Fe_{3}Ni_{1}B_{12.5}Si_{11}Mo_{1.5}C_{1.2} microwires present a modification in the hysteresis loop shape upon heating that correlates with a change in the $\Delta Z/Z(H)$ dependencies. In as-prepared and most of the heat treated samples the hysteresis loop transformation from inclined to squared upon heating correlates with the change in $\Delta Z/Z(H)$ dependencies from double-peak to single-peak. However, the stress-annealed at 118 MPa samples present better thermal stability of the $\Delta Z/Z(H)$ dependencies and hysteresis loops. In all the studied samples an increase in the GMI ratio at 300 °C was observed.

For as-prepared FeBSiC microwire a beneficial influence of the temperature on the GMI ratio is observed and hysteresis loops change of character from almost rectangular shape to inclined one. On the other hand, although GMI ratio improvement after stress-annealing (annealing temperature $T_{\text{ann}}$= 325 °C, stress applied during the annealing $\sigma$= 190MPa) decreases with the temperature increasing, temperature dependence can be tuned by the
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stress annealing conditions. Additionally, almost complete reversibility of the changes induced by the temperature is observed. The origin of the observed temperature dependences is discussed in terms of the Hopkinson effect, temperature dependence and relaxation of internal stresses, induced magnetic anisotropy, and temperature dependence of the magnetostriction coefficient.
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Advanced 3D Magnetic Field Sensors Based on Spin Orbit Torque

Sabri Koraltan$^{1,2}$, Rahul Gupta$^3$, Reshma Peremadathil Pradeep$^4$, Fabian Kammerbauer$^3$, Klemens Prügl$^3$, Michael Kirsch$^5$, Bernd Aichner$^1$, Krystina Davidkova$^1$, Florian Brückner$^1$, Sebastian Zeilinger$^1$, Santiago Helbig$^1$, Claas Abert$^1$, Andra Oana Mandru$^1$, Armin Satz$^3$, Gerhard Jakob$^6$, Hans Josef Hug$^6$, Mathias Kläui$^3$, Dieter Suess$^7$.

Magnetic field sensors are essential in our modern-day society, utilized in various applications including automobiles, mobile phones, and robotics. In this talk, I will discuss our work on magnetic field sensors that exploit spin orbit torque (SOT) to detect all three components of an external field with a single device. Initially, the focus will be on sensors where the signal is derived from the anomalous Hall effect. We demonstrate that active offset compensation for all three components is feasible through the SOT effect and a spinning current method applied to the anomalous Hall effect sensors. The SOT effect is induced by a spin-polarized current generated in a heavy metal (HM) layer via an electrical current, which then exerts a torque on a ferromagnetic (FM) layer positioned above the HM layer. This interaction modulates the magnetization of the free layer, enabling an offset-compensated sensor signal. Our results include various free layer designs aimed at achieving sensors with distinct linear regimes. One design utilizes a CoFeB free layer coupled with MgO, where the perpendicular anisotropy at the CoFeB/MgO interface compensates for shape anisotropy, resulting in sensors with linear ranges around 1 mT-ideal for detecting very low field strengths. Another design enhances the linear range using [W/CoFeB/MgO] multilayers. The presentation will conclude with the introduction of the first prototypes of spin orbit torque sensors that employ tunneling magnetic resistance for readout, significantly enhancing sensor sensitivity.
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The microwires, due to their dimensions, have a huge potential in wide fields from agricultural, medical, and technological high-end applications such as sensors or actuators. On the one hand, designing different types of materials for each application is possible. On the other hand, there is the scalability of dimensions, which brings opportunities to control the physical properties of the microwire material [1].

One of the interesting candidates among microwires is the Heusler alloy, specifically $\text{Ni}_2\text{FeGa}$. In this alloy takes place the phase transformation from a high-temperature ordered phase to a low-temperature phase. Since the transformation is thermos-elastic, the alloy exhibits a shape memory phenomenon. It is already known that the temperature range of phase transformation could be changed from 50 K up to 400 K by fine-tuning the alloy chemical composition [2]. Setting the transformation temperature, which affects material’s sensitivity to the change in its magnetic properties, is very important for its

![Figure 1](https://doi.org/10.33542/MSA-0340-1)

Figure 1: The transformation temperature in dependence on valence electron concentration.
applicability. This work will present the influence of chemical composition tuning on the microstructure, phase transformation temperature (see Fig. 1), physical properties, and limitations of the shape memory effect.
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Mobile Robots Based on Multipole Magnetoactive Elastomer for Controllable Planar Locomotion
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MAGNETOACTIVE ELASTOMERS (MAEs) consist of an elastic matrix with embedded micron-sized soft and/or hard magnetic particles. Such elastomers change their mechanical and rheological properties under the influence of external or internal magnetic fields. The magnetization of MAEs with hard magnetic particles in a strong magnetic field enables to produce elastic permanent magnets.

Magnetized MAEs are promising for use in the field of soft robotics. Motion systems realized using MAEs can achieve movement with a minimum number of actuators. In this work, the locomotion systems are made of a special type of MAEs as a functional element. We use beam-shaped MAEs, which are synthesized from a mixture of hard and soft magnetic particles. The MAE beams are permanently magnetized in a way that there is a south pole in the middle and a north pole at each end. The motion principle of the locomotion systems is based on the magnetic-field-induced bending deformation of the magnetized beam. The alternating magnetic field causing the beam deformation is generated by an electromagnetic coil integrated into the robot’s casing. Silicone bristles on the underside of the MAE beam provide asymmetrical friction conditions. Due to the cyclic interplay...
of friction forces and inertial forces caused by periodic bending, the robot shifts its position in each cycle and thereby moves forward. The movement speed is strongly dependent on the actuating frequency, with a maximum speed being achieved in the resonance range [1]. The use of two MAE functional elements, that are positioned parallel and mirror-symmetrical to each other, enables movement in a plane (Fig. 1). The principle of skid-steer is utilised. The movement speed along a curved path is determined by the choice of two actuating frequencies of the coils. The developed locomotion systems demonstrate good maneuverability and controllability. Their actuation method makes it easy to change the translational speed and yaw angle, making such systems suitable for use in complex operating conditions.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT The work is funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), project BE-6553/2-1.
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Development of Planar Hall Magnetoresistive Sensor and its Application for Magnetic Encoder
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Performance of planar Hall magnetoresistive (PHMR) sensors was measured in different specification, such as sensor layer thickness, geometry [1]. We figured out the change in PHMR sensor performance for each factors and applied into magnetic encoder experiments. In this magnetic encoder experiments, PHMR sensor was located near to steel gear and permanent magnet was located behind the PHMR sensor to induce stray field from magnetized steel gear. Signal from PHMR sensor was compared in different factors, such as distance between gear-sensor, distance between sensor-magnet or direction of sensor and magnet, etc. Total harmonic distortion (THD), signal amplitude and phase difference were main performance requirements, but those are not satisfied in our traditional multi-ring type NiFe/IrMn bilayer sensors. New ferromagnetic material and sensor geometry were applied to encoder sensors to enhance the main performance requirements and the experimental result was discussed in this speech.

Acknowledgement This research was supported by a National Research Foundation (NRF) grant funded by the MSIT (Grant No. NRF-2018R1A5A1025511).

Figure 1: Optical microscope image of PHMR sensor (left) and magnetic encoder using PHMR sensor (right).
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Our research explores the potential use of semiconductor thin-film materials and graphene-based structures for magnetic field detection in harsh environments, particularly in thermonuclear reactors. We have conducted preliminary research to investigate the impact of high temperature [1] and neutron irradiation [2,3] on the electrical properties of these sensors. Our studies involved a 2D material made from hydrogen-intercalated quasi-free-standing graphene on semi-insulating 4H-SiC (0001), passivated with an Al2O3 layer [4], and a donor-doped InSb-based thin-film on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate [2]. Our research has shown how described systems were affected by fast neutron fluence of $7 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ using MARIA research nuclear reactor. Based on Hall effect measurements and micro-Raman analysis, we conjecture that for graphene-based structure after irradiation, the primary factor impacting the electrical characteristics is the depletion of atoms in the hydrogen layer. This phenomenon is expected to decrease the surface area of intercalation which becomes too scarce to support graphene separation. However, we observe self-healing abilities at temperatures higher than 200 °C [3]. To determine if these materials are suitable for magnetic field sensing in thermonuclear reactors, we need to understand how they will be affected by stronger neutron radiation. Therefore, we investigate new modes of damage in 5 times greater neutron fluence ($40 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-2}$) and how the effects of neutron irradiation differ when the graphene-based sensor’s substrate polytype is changed to 6H-SiC (0001).
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Developing portable sensors is crucial for improving the detection of biological agents. These devices enable rapid, on-site analysis, providing real-time monitoring that is vital for applications such as disease diagnosis and environmental monitoring or the pathogen detection including viruses and bacteria. Portable sensors are compact, lightweight, and easy to use, making them suitable for deployment in various settings, including remote areas and healthcare facilities. By leveraging advanced technologies, these sensors offer high sensitivity and specificity, facilitating timely detection and response to potential threats, thereby enhancing public health and safety. In this context, the use of sensors based on magnetic nanoparticles proves to be particularly relevant.

This paper proposes to investigate an innovative inductive microsensor for multipathogen detection based on magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) fluid integrated into a microfluidic chip platform. The nonlinear detection process employs Faraday’s law, which relates the voltages measured in intermodulation peaks with the magnetic frequency mixing method. This method couples a low frequency (f_LF) and a high frequency (f_HF), capitalizing on the nonlinear response of MNPs with diverse sizes and magnetic properties to dual-frequency excitation. Multiphysics simulations including a magnetic shimming analysis have been performed to optimize the parameters of the microsensor, ensuring its optimal performance. Additionally, experimental validation for f_LF=64 Hz and f_HF=40 kHz and

Figure 1: Experimental results of Fe_3O_4 SS40 20 nm MNPs detection.
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MNPs constituted of Fe$_2$O$_3$ SS40 with 20 nm of size is conducted to confirm the results obtained from simulations. Figure 1 illustrates the levels of intermodulation peaks acquired, with the first and second peaks serving as reference points utilized to extract the quantity of detected biological agents.
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Among other cases, the detection of relative humidity (RH) is crucial in air quality monitoring, food storage or industrial processes control. We present here a wireless humidity sensor based on the magnetoelectric resonance (MER) phenomenon. MER sensors are usually made of magnetostrictive ribbons, which can be driven to mechanical resonance via magnetic field excitation. The basis of their operation is the high sensitivity of their resonance frequency ($f_0$) to different factors, such as the changes in the resonator mass: $\Delta f / f_0 = -\Delta m / 2 m_0$ [1]. As their excitation and detection are conducted magnetically, they result especially interesting for remotely detect humidity in closed or inaccessible environments. To provide the MER sensors with water absorption capacity (mass gain $\Delta m$, and thus a detectable change in $f_0$), we propose their functionalization with active layers of water-adsorbent Metal-Organic Framework (MOF) materials (Figure 1a) [2].

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1:** a) Principle of operation of the MER sensor + MOF layer for humidity detection. b) Response of the sensor with MOF-801 layer to cycles of adsorption and desorption of H$_2$O at different humidity levels (% RH), and comparison with reference sensor (Sensirion SHT45).
MOFs are built by metal ions and organic ligands assembled in 3-dimensional structures, and stand out among the adsorbent materials because of their high porosity, great surface area, tunable pore volume, and tailored selectivity.

Five MOFs with different water-adsorption behavior were synthetized: MOF-801, MOF-808, UiO-66-NH₂, Al-Fumarate and CAU-23, and then deposited on the resonator (Fe₇₃Cr₅Si₁₀B₁₂) surface by spray coating technique. The response of the functionalized sensor (MER resonator + MOF coating) to different levels of humidity was assessed over controlled N₂/H₂O flows. The tested MOFs showed promising water harvesting capacity, enabling a successful sensor response to humidity cycles in a wide RH range: 3-85% (Figure 1b). MOF water absorption capacity and overall performance of the MER/MOF sensors (sensitivity, stability and selectivity to water molecules) were evaluated. The response time of the devices was about 15 seconds, with stabilization and recovery times in adsorption and desorption processes of less than 1 minute for certain RH ranges. In addition to their solid performance as gas sensors, in our work we found magnetoelastic resonators to be a promising tool for the characterization of the dynamic adsorption capacity of MOF materials (water uptake per g), as they easily provide a quantitative measure of the mass of water adsorbed by the material.
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When designing a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) sensor, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) such as sensitivity, linear operating field range and electrical resistance are set by the application specifications. One of the critical design parameters to tune is the geometry of the MTJ device, as shape, dimension, and aspect ratio directly impact KPIs \cite{1}. By choosing the geometry of the device, it is possible to fit its operation method to the purpose of the sensor (e.g. high linear range vs. high sensitivity applications) (Fig. 1a). For the patterning of MTJ’s in an industrial setting, mask aligner lithography serves as a cost-effective technique for increased throughput and resolution up to \( \mu m \). However due to the nature of shadow printing, mask aligner lithography is prone to undesired effects such as dark erosion. This leads to different shape geometry and dimensions having varying optimal lithography conditions (Fig. 1b). Therefore there is a need of determining the optimal conditions when patterning a new shape and having a tailored response on demand.

In this research several machine learning models were trained with data from 35 lithography tests comprising different shapes and patterned with diverse conditions, to ultimately predict the dimensions and the quality of the patterned shape. The quality was defined as the proportion of area affected by dark erosion to the desired shape. To compare the models’ performance two metrics were used, root mean squared error (RMSE) (for normalized data) and the correlation of determination (R\textsuperscript{2}) for each of the outputs of the models.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{a) Transfer curves from 4 MTJ devices with different shapes and same magnetic stack. b) Top: \( 2 \times 20 \mu m \) ellipse with significant dark erosion. Bottom: \( 3 \times 20 \) ellipse with reduced dark erosion. Exposed with same conditions. c) Model structure.}
\end{figure}
The best performing models obtained were a Gradient Boosted Tree (GBT) with an average RMSE of 0.19 and an average $R^2$ of 0.86, and a Neural Network (NN) with an RMSE of 0.21 and an $R^2$ of 0.81. While the NN performs worse than the GBT model, the NN was chosen for the inverse analysis due to the nature of GBT, as it finds several conditions leading to the same output, hindering the performance of heuristic optimization algorithms during the inverse search.

Once the best performing model was chosen, inverse analysis was performed with the use of heuristic optimization algorithms such as differential evolution, genetic algorithm, and particle swarm optimization, allowing for the prediction of the optimal lithography conditions to obtain a certain pattern. The structure of the model is shown in Fig. 1c. Obtained predictions were compared with the prediction from the GBT model and if both models were in accordance the conditions were then validated with experimental tests.
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Modeling Torques in Systems with Spin-Orbit Coupling

Nils Jørstad, Wolfgang Goes, Siegfried Selberherr, Victor Sverdlov

SOT provides a fast and efficient way to manipulate the magnetization in magnetic devices such as magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM). These devices take advantage of the strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in the bulk or at the interfaces of heavy metal (HM) layers to generate spin polarized currents. The spin currents are injected into an adjacent ferromagnet (FM), where through spin dephasing the spins align with the magnetization while exerting a torque on the magnetization. In the bulk, the spin currents are generated through the spin Hall effect (SHE) which generates out-of-plane spin currents with in-plane polarization. The HM/FM interface plays a crucial role in the resulting torques as spin-flip scattering can be strong and additional spin currents can be generated through the Rashba-Edelstein effect (REE) at the interface.

Typically, the SOTs are modeled by assuming that the spins instantly align with the magnetization in the FM. In this picture, the SOT is determined purely by the spin current on

**Figure 1:** HM thickness dependence of the spin torque in a HM(d_{HM})/FM(1.2 nm) bilayer induced by a 10^{12} A/m^2 electrical current. Panel (a) and Panel (b) show the torque generated by the SHE and by both the REE and the SHE, respectively. Dashed lines show the result obtained from considering instant absorption of transverse spin currents.
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the HM side of the interface, and the interface scattering is captured by the complex spin mixing conductance.

We compare this approach with one that allows for transmission of the transverse spin currents into the bulk by introducing a transmission spin mixing conductance. Furthermore, we explore the addition of the REE through considering spin-flip scattering from a Rashba SOC potential at the interface. In Fig. 1 we show that these two approaches give qualitatively similar results, and with parameter fitting the instant absorption assumption can be a good approximation for bilayers. The addition of the REE yields a stronger field-like torque which does not vanish with decreasing HM thickness in agreement with reported experimental results [3].
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Magnetoresistive magnetic sensors play a key role in sensing magnetic fields at room temperature, with applications spanning from information storage to biomagnetism. Extraordinary magnetoresistive (EMR) sensors are a promising class of magnetoresistive sensors, which exhibit a magnetoresistance on the order of $7.5 \times 10^5 \%$ at 4T [1]. The extraordinary magnetoresistance is a geometrical effect arising from a field-dependent change in the current paths in devices consisting of two materials with different conductivities. As the effect is very sensitive to the device’s geometry, finite element simulations are often used to optimize and predict the performance prior to sensor fabrication. In simulations, however, EMR devices are often assumed flat, unlike real devices, where deposition techniques often result in devices with significant topography.

Here, we consider this topography explicitly by numerically studying metal-semiconductor EMR devices with different 3-dimensional topographies. We vary the geometry of the inner metallic region such as its height and sidewall width because such topographies are usually realistic in sensor production. We show that modeling the 3-dimensional geometry of the EMR sensor is important for capturing the experimental data, as our 3-dimensional numerical model results in good agreement with experimental data [1], exhibiting a low relative error of 4.5 % for the resistance at 0 T. When using traditional 2-dimensional geometries, this error evaluates to a significantly higher 35.8 %. In addition, we present pathways for both simplifying device fabrication and enhancing the magnetoresistance by making active use of the third dimension.

Acknowledgement We acknowledge the support of Novo Nordisk Foundation Challenge Programme 2021: Smart nanomaterials for application in life-science, BIOMAG Grant NNF21OC0066526.
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How Physics-Informed Neural Networks (PINNs) Could be Applied in Magnetic Source Localization and Characterization
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PHYSICS-INFORMED NEURAL NETWORKS (PINNs) are a novel class of neural networks that enable the integration of machine learning and physical laws. This relatively recent algorithmic technology, introduced in 2019, has numerous important scientific applications in engineering sciences, such as real-time simulation, digital twins, inverse computation, and finite element methods.

In this work, we have investigated the contribution of PINNs to 1D/2D magnetic source localization and compared their performance to our classical approaches [3]. Numerical simulation/modelling is not always the optimal solution for physics problems, especially when real-time response is required, simulations are computationally expensive, learning data is available, some parameters of the physical model are unknown or inaccessible for modelling, or when Model Order Reduction (MOR) is needed to develop/implement a multi-physics numerical twin.

Based on this observation, we have studied the performance of PINNs on our 1D/2D benchmark setup and evaluated how it can improve results or accelerate computation times, making it more feasible to apply to scenarios with many sensing elements having complex spatial geometric configurations. Figure 1 compares our classical method [3] with a PINN approach. The relevant parameter is the position error of the magnetic dipole location

Figure 1: a) Error in the evaluation of the distance, d, of magnetic dipole to the head of detection based on previous modeling [3], b) errors obtained with PINNs. Both S/N_ratio is 80dB. The PINNs d training range (Log scale - 5 million samples) is given from 0.1 to 10 and the magnetization amplitude, μ, varies from (0.3, 1, 3).
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versus the distance to two sensors, $d$, the sensor noise (defined with $SNR_0$, cf. [3]), and a discrepancy in sensor sensitivity.

The main results demonstrate the efficiency of PINNs in modeling the physical system based on a reasonable training dataset. Furthermore, once trained, PINNs surpass the classical method based on minimization functions [3] in terms of computation time, making them a promising approach for real-time applications.
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For several years, considerable attention has been devoted to advancing high-sensitivity magnetic sensors to enhance measurement capabilities. A recent trend in this pursuit involves leveraging magnonic devices for sensor construction. While only a limited number of studies have produced and characterized such devices, initial performance outcomes appear promising.

These devices harness the spin wave propagation dependency on external magnetic fields. Typically, Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) serves as the magnetic material. The implementation of the sensor system involves several elements. A permanent magnetic field must saturate the material. An AC current passing through an exciting antenna generates spin waves by locally causing a precession of the magnetic moment. A receiving antenna is used to capture the propagated spin wave. A representation of the observed external magnetic field is obtained by demodulating the received signal.

Optimizing this system necessitates the development of a comprehensive model. However, existing physical models primarily focus on spin wave propagation and generation. Our proposed approach adopts a holistic, systemic perspective, treating the sensor element as a four-port coupler (Fig. 1a). This model underscores the intrinsic symmetries of the sensing element and the non-reciprocal nature of spin wave propagation. Notably, our work presents a unified model that accounts for spin wave propagation within microstructured YIG, as well as spin wave reflections along YIG edges, facilitating the assessment of each parameter’s impact on the overall system response.

Figure 1: a) YIG material and associated antennas, as a four-port network (a_in and b_in represent incident and reflected power electric wave, a_out and b_out magnetic wave). b) Amplitude of non-reciprocal transmission parameters vs. frequency for a magnetic field +B_0 (pink), −B_0 (green), no field (blue), and for antennas alone (red).
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This work presents our latest advancements in the field. Several systems and configurations have been tested, enabling the characterization of various parameters of the couplers. An example of non-reciprocal transmission is provided in Fig. 1b. These results were used to explore new ways to optimize the magnonic sensor.
From Theory to Experiment. Investigation of the Spectral Density of the Equivalent Magnetic Noise of PHMR Sensors
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Classically, the ultimate or intrinsic noise of a sensor is studied/given by the help of the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem (FDT). Here, we have investigated the magnetic noise of the Planar Hall MagnetoResistance (PHMR) sensor [1] based on this phenomenological physical description [2] and experimental measurements. Indeed, the ellipse surface given by the sensor response, lying\( B \) (sensed induction) versus \( H \) applied magnetic field, is homogenous of an energy taking account of the magnetic material sensor volume. It helps to quantify the dissipation, so losses. In a parallel way, we have measured the sensor response versus the applied field to evaluate the equivalent magnetic noise in terms of spectral density. The latter have been compared to classical noise spectral density measurements. Result yields to fix the ultimate noise of the sensor based on the given sensor development and quantified the dominant sources versus bias conditions and frequency range, clearly. The physics underlying the experimental results is shown to be consistent, up to a certain extent, with the FDT. It yields

\[
S_{BB} \approx \frac{2k_B T}{\Omega \pi T} \frac{B_{sat}}{M_S} \left( \frac{\chi''(f)}{\chi'} \right) + 4k_B T R \left( \frac{R \Delta R}{V_0} \right)^2 + k S_T T (f) \qquad [T^2/Hz]
\]

Figure 1: (a) Equivalent magnetic noise spectral density measurement of a PHMR sensor (The peak signal at 23 Hz is a reference, others peaks are induced by the power line). The dashed lines correspond to evaluate noise based on modeling and hypotheses. (b) Example of a measured ellipse (equivalent sensed induction field versus applied magnetic field 0.03 Hz) used to extract \( \chi' \) and \( \chi'' \) values.
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where $S_{BB}, k_B, T, B_{sat}, f, M_S, \chi, R, \Delta R/R, V_0, k$ and $S_{TT}$ are the equivalent magnetic noise power spectral density, the vacuum permeability, the temperature, the saturate induction field of free hard axis layer, the frequency, the saturation magnetization of the free layer (permalloy), the loss terms (real and imaginary parts), the bridge resistance, the magnetoresistance coefficient, the bias voltage of the bridge, a factor in units of T/K and the power spectral density of the environmental temperature fluctuations, respectively.
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Flat 2-D alignment sensors are required by the printing industry for precise mounting of the plate on the drum to avoid position misalignment in the overlapped patterns. Another application is for the coil alignment for contactless charging. High linearity is not required as the sensor serves as a null indicator in the automatic alignment process. The sensor should be very thin and the moving part should be passive target. Existing X-Y optical position systems such as [1] achieve high accuracy, but they are sensitive to dirt. Capacitive sensors such as [2] are sensitive to tilt, which cannot be avoided in industrial applications.

Our novel sensor consists of flat coil system on the stationary part and flat magnetically soft cross-shaped armature on the moving part as shown in Fig. 1a. One excitation and four 20-turns PCB pickup coils are used. The output voltage is measured by synchronous detector to suppress the interference from external fields and indicate the displacement direction. The temperature dependence and the influence of lift-off will be suppressed by using ratiometric output. The sensor simulated output for 0.5 mm thick FeSi armature is shown in Fig. 1b. The performance was confirmed experimentally. In the full paper we will compare simulations to experimental results for both FeSi and nanocrystalline armatures for frequencies up to 1 MHz. We will also demonstrate the influence of the eddy currents in the armature as well as possibilities of using non-magnetic armature. The sensor geometry will be further optimized for sensitivity and linearity for arbitrary movement direction.

Figure 1: a) Magnetic x-y position sensor b) sensor output for FeSi armature movement in x direction - FEM simulation.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by GACR project 24-12705S Novel Magnetic Position Sensor.
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This work introduces a miniaturized fluxgate sensor integrated on a chip fabricated using CMOS technology. The sensor uses a “racetrack” shape of the core, laser-cut out of a 25 µm thick sheet of VITROVAC 6025F amorphous metal. The structure is Vacquier type, with solenoid excitation and sensing coils. The coils are fabricated using chip’s metal layer and bonding wires. The sensing coil winding has 60 turns, and the excitation coils have 40 turns in total. TSMC D35 technology was used for fabrication. Dimensions of the chip are 8 mm × 2.7 mm (21.6 mm²).

Figure 1: a) Microscope photo of the micro-fluxgate. b) Measured characteristics of the micro-fluxgate.
In open-loop operation, the linear range of the sensor is ±200 µT. Maximum sensitivity of around 5000 V/T is reached at an excitation frequency of 1.5 MHz. The current required to fully saturate the core is around 110 mA_{RMS} when using sinewave excitation, resulting in 300 mW power dissipation on the excitation coil. Core loss is 100 mW at 1 MHz excitation. Noise at 1 Hz may be as low as 2 nT/√Hz depending on excitation signal parameters. Typical offset is in order of 100 nT. Possible applications of this sensor include electronic compass, contactless current measurement, and measuring position relative to permanent magnet.

Acknowledgement The chips were fabricated in cooperation with Taiwan Semiconductor Research Institute (TSRI).
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3D packing emerges as a novel method to push the detectivity of TMR sensors to state-of-the-art Pt detectivities by vertically connecting TMR sensors in parallel. Diverging from conventional sensor design strategies that rely on creating 2D arrays, this innovative approach preserves a compact footprint crucial for high spatial resolution where xMR technologies excel\cite{1}.

In this work, we demonstrate a decrease in detectivity with the number of vertical iterations, due to the $1/\sqrt{Z}$ dependency as expressed in equation (1), obtained from the TMR sensor’s sensitivity through magneto-electrical measurements and its noise spectra, following the models described by\cite{2}.

$$D = \frac{dH}{d\mathcal{R}} \sqrt{\left(4k_B T r + \frac{\alpha' H \sigma_B I^2}{f}\right) \frac{1}{XYZ}}$$

Due to an increase in surface roughness and topography, which occurs upon overlapping several layers of patterned films during the microfabrication steps, different packing strategies are implemented to reduce it: shifted and alternating packing (Fig. 1a). These strategies try to minimize topography in the areas of the MTJ pillars and consist of different

![Figure 1: a) Schematic of the different packing strategies: aligned, shifted, and alternating strategies. b) Corresponding detectivity spectra between 5 and 100kHz for $Z=1$ and $Z=2$.](image)
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alignments between bottom electrodes and pillar structures, thus leading to different detectivity results. Here we describe the process challenges for the vertical integration of the devices, and their impact on the sensor sensitivity and overall detectivity.

Comparing with a single TMR, two levels packed TMR sensors show lower detectivity across the measured spectra, between 5 and 100 kHz (Fig. 1b). Additionally, the topography control strategies lead to a lower detectivity overall, obtaining a detectivity of 102 nT.Hz$^{1/2}$ and 90 nT.Hz$^{1/2}$ at 10 Hz for the alternating and shifted strategies.

**Acknowledgement** The authors acknowledge BASE (UIDB/0536/2020), PROGRAMATICO (UIDP/0536/2020) Programs.
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CONTINUOUS NON-INVASIVE monitoring of vital signs, such as heart rate and blood pressure, is essential for preventive care and managing chronic conditions. Techniques like photoplethysmography (PPG) and electrocardiogram are widely used to extract these signals, but they have limitations in terms of working conditions due to the requirement of good skin contact. To address the limitations of existing techniques, we have developed a pulse detection device based on a magnetic sensor which can be applied to various conditions that cannot be accessed by PPG [1]. The device in its simplest form comprises only a small magnet and a magnetic sensor (Fig.1a), which can be attached to either fingertips or wrist. When blood flows the magnetic field surrounding the magnet changes subtly (Fig.1b), which can be detected by the nearby magnetic sensor. Through a series of experiments and simulations, we validated that the detected signals stem from the vibration.

Figure 1: (a) Schematic diagram of the pulse detection device based on magnetic sensors; (b) calculated magnetic field surrounding an NS2 magnet with a diameter of 1 cm and thickness of 5 mm; (c) upper and middle panels: detected magnetic signals, lower panel: detected vibration signal (same subject as the middle panel).
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of the magnet induced by blood flow, dismissing the previously suggested mechanism linked to alterations in the magnetic properties of blood under varying oxygenation states [2]. The correlation between the magnetic and vibration signal is in the range of 95-99% (Fig.1c). The device could be used in conditions which are challenging for existing pulse detectors and might also have its application extended to blood pressure measurement.
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Influence of Tensile Stress on Scattering Parameters of Continuous Ferromagnetic Microwire Embedded into Reinforced Composites
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Magneto-micrometers have been proposed for the monitoring of various processes and functionalities for diverse industries and soft magnetic materials can be used for a large variety of sensors [1]. Amorphous ferromagnetic and nanocrystalline wires show interesting properties for giant magnetoimpedance (GMI) or domain wall propagation. The effectiveness of the GMI is connected to the applied tension [2]. Studies of UPV/EHU have shown that specifically designed anisotropic magnetic fibers show a tension sensitive GMI, adequate for the monitoring of variation in tension and material deformation [3]. Also, in situ studies of the evolution of hysteresis cycle and reflection and transmission parameters were performed during matrix polymerization [4]. Low frequency modulated ac magnetic field was used to distinguish the microwave signal originated by microwires in carbon reinforced composites [5].

![Normalized S11 MAG](image)

**Figure 1:** Normalized reflection scattering parameter S11.
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In this work, continuous microwires were integrated into a glass fiber reinforced composite (GFRP) coupon. Also, a vector network analyzer (VNA) was coupled to a universal testing machine. Therewith, scattering parameters were determined by means of free space measurements, while simultaneously, test specimens were submitted to tensile stresses. A clear and strong dependence of scattering parameters with tensile stress has been identified, considered as a baseline for new detection methods to be developed. It allows to monitor, in a non-destructive and contactless operation, glass reinforced composites with embedded continuous ferromagnetic microwires with magnetic sensitivity to tensile stress variation.

Acknowledgement This work was supported by the EU through "INFINITE" (HORIZON-CL5-2021-DS-01-06) project, and by the Government of the Basque Country through Elkartek (ZE-KONP and MOSINCO) projects.
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Magnetic Nanoparticles Detection with GMI Effect in Micro Fluidic System
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Magnetic nanoparticles detection in fluid media is a promising technique for identifying biomolecules, antigens, pollutants, etc. that can be attached to their properly functionalised surface. Magnetic detection allows non-contact sensing, and many different effects, including magnetophoresis, magnetoresistance, magneto-impedance, optical and mechanical resonance ones can be exploited to address the specific problem and to achieve the desired sensitivities.

In this work, we aim at demonstrating the working principle of a magnetic nanoparticles detection system based on the giant magneto-impedance effect and exploiting a micro fluidic system. The experimental setup allows to control the flow (velocity, pressure) of a fluid into a micro-pipes system. A Fe₇₃Cu₅Nb₃Si₁₃B₉ microwire is inserted into a portion of the micro-pipes, with electrical contacts to inject an alternating current into the microwire (see Figure 1, left). An external solenoid provides a DC magnetic field directed parallel to the microwire axis. The fluid consists of water in which known concentrations of magnetic nanoparticles are dispersed: either CoFe₂O₄ nanoparticles synthesised by co-

Figure 1: Left: detail of the micro-pipes system with the magnetic microwire. Right: voltage drop across the microwire as a function of applied DC magnetic field, for different nanoparticles types and concentration, and as a function of concentration, for different nanoparticles types.
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precipitation method, or Micromod Partikeltechnologie GmbH commercial multicore superparamagnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs).

The water-dispersed nanoparticles flow along the micro fluidic system passing nearby the magnetic microwire. Its magneto-impedance effect is measured at constant electrical current frequency (1.5 MHz), as a function of the DC magnetic field applied with the solenoid. The voltage drop across the microwire is measured and its maximum variation between 0 and 12 kA/m applied field is mapped as a function of nanoparticles type and concentration, as shown in Figure 1 (right). The reciprocal interaction of the nanoparticles with microwire domain configuration is responsible for the different evolution of the GMI with concentration, which increases for SPIONs particles and decreases for harder Co-ferrites. The physical phenomena will be discussed in details.

**ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:** This work was partially funded by Italian Ministry for University and Research DM 737/2021.
Microfluidic Device with Embedded AMR Sensors for the Detection of Magnetotactic Bacteria
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MAGNETOTACTIC BACTERIA are aquatic microorganisms able to swim along the Earth’s magnetic field lines thanks to an internal chain of magnetic nanoparticles that acts as a compass needle. These nanoparticles, called magnetosomes, are composed of a high purity crystalline magnetic core surrounded by a lipid bilayer membrane. For example, as a typical magnetotactic bacteria, the Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense species can have up to 25 cuboctahedral magnetite ($\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4$) particles, each measuring approximately 45 nm. This opens up the possibility of controlling their motion through external magnetic fields [1]. Being non-pathogenic makes them ideal for bio-applications such as detection and treatment of cancer through MRI, magnetic hyperthermia or targeted drug delivery [2]. To implement and improve these applications, their swimming mechanisms and response to external magnetic fields must be studied. While motility experiments often rely on the optical observation of the bacteria and on video recording for later analysis, we propose a different approach based on magnetic sensing, by detecting the stray field created by the magnetosome chain. The use of a device based on magnetic detection would enable a high level of integration as well as the potential development of a feedback loop for controlling bacteria trajectories.

In this work we describe the development of a microfluidic chip for the combined optical and magnetic detection of magnetotactic bacteria. The device consists of three series of magnetic microsensors integrated at the bottom of a fully transparent microfluidic channel. The fabrication process incorporates traditional microfabrication techniques such as photolithography and sputtering deposition, as well as soft lithography using PDMS and SU-8. The microsensors are Permalloy-based anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) sensors. The size of the sensors, in the range of tens of microns, and their layout are determined by the compromise between the tiny size of the magnetotactic bacteria and the maximization of their response to the stray field of the magnetosome chain [3]. The microfluidic channel is patterned over the sensors ensuring proper alignment using SU-8 photoresist, and a final layer of flat PDMS is bonded on top to seal the device.
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Vertically Packed Architecture for Low Noise AMR Sensors
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Anisotropic Magneto Resistive (AMR) sensors provide a straightforward, low cost and low power consumption solution for magnetic field sensing applications \cite{1}. Despite being a mature technology, a vertical sensor packing strategy in parallel electrical connection can be beneficial for AMR devices, by reducing their electrical noise without increasing the device footprint. These advantages were already demonstrated for other xMR architectures \cite{2}.

In this work we study the influence of surface roughness on microfabricated sensors in a vertically packed structure, insulated with a non-conductive spacer layer (Fig. 1a). Each AMR element was measured at different packing levels (from \( N = 1 \) to \( N = 4 \)) allowing the correlation of topography and roughness on each sensing layer with changes in key parameters of the \( R(H) \) curves (Fig. 1b), such as \( \Delta R/R \), \( R \) and Magnetic Saturation Field (\( H_{Sat} \)). Overall, an increase in \( R \) is observed, leading to a slight decrease in AMR (e.g. from 2.4 \% to 2.2 \%); magnetically, a linear increase in \( H_{Sat} \) is found (e.g. from \( \approx 2 \) mT to \( \approx 8 \) mT).

For the electrical noise characterization, four different designs were patterned to obtain similar resistance values (\( \approx 1 \) k\( \Omega \)) at each number of packed levels, thus providing a comparable baseline for noise measurements (Fig. 1c). Interlevel coupling will also be studied as a function of the non-conductive layer thickness used to separate different levels.

The specific contributions of surface roughness \cite{3} and interlevel coupling will be discussed, aiming towards low noise AMR sensor tailoring. Additionally, key parameters for

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{a) Schematic representation of vertically packed AMR sensors in parallel electrical connection. b) Representative \( \Delta R/R \) curves of AMR sensors with increasing vertically packed levels. c) Resistance values of microfabricated designs for noise measurements with a 1 k\( \Omega \) resistance baseline.}
\end{figure}
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sensor performance are also evaluated at each number of vertically packed levels, including Hooge parameter for noise characterization.
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Magneto\-ic field detection devices are highly valuable in many industries, thanks to the fact that they can measure various quantities such as position, movement, direction, and rotational speed. Nowadays, there is a high demand for electronics that can function reliably in harsh environments, including those that can withstand extreme temperatures. Traditional electronics design often requires active or passive cooling, but this may not always be practical or effective. Hence, there is an increasing need for extreme environment electronics, particularly in the automotive, space, defense, and energy industries. [1].

Our latest reports on semiconductor-based Hall sensors operating in extreme conditions are limited to the temperature range from liquid nitrogen (LN) up to \( \text{-500} \) °C [2]. Research on alternative solutions based on monolayer graphene, in turn, presents tests in the LN \(-500 \) °C range in a magnetic field below \( \text{1T} \) [3]. Our research explores the potential of utilizing classic semiconductor thin-film material (donor-doped indium antimonide) as an active layer for a Hall effect sensor that can measure magnetic fields in extreme temperature range from liquid helium (LHe) temperatures up to \( \text{350} \) °C. We verify the usability, thermal stability of our device, and the linearity of its signal in the magnetic field range above \( \text{1T} \). We also propose a solution to the problem of the sensor package suitable for an extremely wide range of work. We present a full-fledged magnetic field sensor that can meet industrial requirements, being manufactured using almost exclusively the academic infrastructure of the Poznan University of Technology. Our finding is a step forward in the development of magnetic diagnostic devices capable of operating in a broadly defined extreme environment.
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Impact of Stress Induced Anisotropy on Local Atomic Structure of Fe$_3$Si Nanocrystals
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**M ANY TECHNOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS** require low permeability of a few hundreds being constant over a wide magnetic field range. For example, this is a case of magnetic energy storage cores [1]. It is well known that magnetic anisotropy induced by stress applied during annealing can reach magnitudes up to several thousands of J/m$^3$ which is about two orders of magnitude larger than the magnetic anisotropy induced by annealing in a magnetic field [2]. Furthermore, stress induced anisotropy (SIA) represents an effective way to tailor magnetic characteristics of nanocrystalline Vitroperm-like alloy systems. It was

![Figure 1: The first coordination shell as seen by pair distribution function G(r) measured along tensile (rolling) and transversal direction, RD and TD, respectively. Well-resolved sub-shells located at $r_{12}$ and $r_{23}$ refer to bond length distributions centered around 2.45 Å and 2.83 Å, respectively. These sub-shell peaks correspond to the nearest-neighbors environments of Fe$_3$Si cubic phase, as depicted in the figure. Fe and Si atoms are depicted with gold and blue colors, respectively.](https://doi.org/10.3354/EMSA-0340-1)
shown that the SIA has its origin in magneto-elastic anisotropy of the Fe-Si crystallites associated with their elongation induced by stress annealing \[3\]. Our recent results obtained by mapping out the strain pole figures (SPF) corresponding to several Bragg reflections of Fe$_3$Si cubic phase show that SIA is actually uniaxial and its main axis is aligned along tensile direction. Furthermore, SPFs provided evidence that strain partitioning among different Bragg reflections is not even and the magnitude of the SIA for a given set of Bragg reflections \(\{hkl\}\) is inversely proportional to its Young’s modulus \(E_{\text{Elastic}}\).

The main goal of this study was to analyze the impact of the SIA on a local atomic structure of Fe$_3$Si nanocrystals. High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HR-TEM) combined with Pair Distribution Function (PDF) technique were employed to address such a delicate topic. As can be seen from Fig. 1, PDF provided evidence that the bond length distributions corresponding to the nearest-neighbors environments of Fe$_3$Si cubic phase are reflecting direction of applied tensile stress. When observing PDF along tensile direction, shifts towards larger \(r\)-values are observed for all coordination shells up to 20 Å. An opposite behavior is seen in transversal direction. HR-TEM analysis of several individual grains having different crystallographic orientations reveals different extent of change in interplanar spacings depending on Fe$_3$Si crystal orientation with respect to direction of applied stress.
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The study of the propagation of a single domain wall (DW) is quite important for technological applications in order to understand and improve the operating features of devices based on DW logic. For that purpose, Fe-rich amorphous glass-coated microwires are excellent candidates as their magnetization process consists in the depinning of a single DW that propagates through the microwire at velocities than can be higher than 1 km/s [1]. Many works have been devoted to the dynamic behavior of the DW when an axial magnetic field is applied but only few for applied current [2,3]. In this work we have studied the dynamics of the DW when a pulse of current is applied.

The microwire here studied (Fe₇₅Si₁₀B₁₅, 18.6 µm of metallic nucleus, 21.6 µm total diameter and 42 cm length) shows an intrinsic torsion related to their manufacturing process, as a result of which the application of a current induces a change in the longitudinal component of magnetization (inverse Wiedemann effect). Depending on whether the orientation of the circular field is parallel or antiparallel to the Mφ component of the domain, the application of a current to the microwire (constant for the duration of wall propagation) results in an increase or decrease in the velocity of the DW with respect to its value in absence of current (a bias DC magnetic field is applied as well).

Besides, the ability to induce wall movement has been shown under the action of only a current pulse applied to the wire when the pulse magnitude is above a certain threshold value (7.3 mA). The study of the dynamics of the wall has revealed the existence of two propagation regimes, depending on the magnitude of the current pulse, analogously to what has been reported in microwires for the dynamics of the wall within a magnetic field. In particular, for current pulse amplitudes below 10 mA, the velocity shows a dependence on the pulse width that can be described by a power law, corresponding to an intermittent movement of the wall as a consequence of the strong interaction with the defects, so analogous to what occurs in the low axial field regime. For higher amplitudes above 10 mA, the velocity increases linearly with the current, as also happens in the viscous regime of motion induced by axial field.

The mobility obtained in the case of the viscous regime turns out to be approximately 8 times less in the case of current-induced motion than in the case of movement induced by axial field, given the relationship between mobility and component of the magnetization on which the field acts and the preponderance of the anisotropy in the axial direction. Although it is not possible to exactly justify the relationship found between both mobilities (since both the component Mφ as the damping coefficient can be modified as a result...
of the application of a circular field, it is expected that the mobility associated with the
dynamics under axial field is greater than that corresponding to circular field, given the
fundamentally axial orientation of the magnetoelastic anisotropy, related with the pre-
dominance of tensile stresses in most of the metallic core.
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Magnetic Anisotropy Control in Thin Film and Magneto-Resistive Multilayer Devices via Oblique Incidence Deposition
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Flexible control over magnetic properties in thin films is essential for customization of magnetic devices for data storage, signal processing and especial sensor technology. Oblique incidence deposition (OID) offers the unique capability to prepare ultra-thin films with customized anisotropic surface morphologies and thus adjustable strength and orientation of uniaxial magnetic shape anisotropy simply via deposition at defined oblique orientation relative to the sample plane.

In the recent years we stepwise optimized and extended the OID approach in our group for customization of various magnetic thin film systems. It enabled us to realize single polycrystalline films with high uniaxial magnetic anisotropy, magnetic multilayers with arbitrary crossed magnetization axes for GMR and TMR sensor applications (Fig. 1a, [1-3]) and very recently single films with imprinted vertical spin spiral structures (Fig 1b).

Figure 1: a) Schematic drawing of an OID-TMR layer stack. The magnetic response of the sensor to an external magnetic field and thus sensing functionality can be freely set via our OID approach. Uniaxial easy axes (red arrows) can be imprinted into both magnetic electrodes separately with adjustable strength of magnetic anisotropy via the coating process. b) Schematic drawing of a stabilized 90° vertical spin spiral structure in a 10 nm thin iron film. The OID coating parameters define the orientation of the top and bottom easy axes in the film and thus extension of magnetic spiral. c) Photo of our latest, self-made OID coating device for sputter deposition on larger objects.
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clear forward scattering of synchrotron radiation (NFS) was applied in the different projects to monitor the magnetization depth profile in these films with extra-ordinary spatial resolution which set the basis for further developments of the film structures. This contribution will give an overview on both OID projects (TMR sensors, imprinted vertical spin spirals) and related spin-structures identified via NFS as well as specialized OID coating equipment developed in our group (Fig. 1c).
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Harnessing extra degrees of freedom in magnetic oxides is of vital importance to bring new functionalities to cooling technology. The present study reports on the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) and magnetic exchange bias effect in the SrRuO$_3$ single layer and BiFeO$_3$/SrRuO$_3$ bilayers. MCE and exchange bias behaviors are found to be governed by Ru vacancies, structural distortions, and interfacial inter-diffusions. Additionally, the MCE is simulated using Maxwell’s equations from both in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization data. The maximum entropy change ($|\Delta S|$) of 120 mJ/kg·K and adiabatic temperature change ($\Delta T_{ad}$) of 0.028 K at a small field of 0.01 T are observed around the Curie temperatures ($T_C$) of SrRuO$_3$ layer in the out-of-plane directions. The variation in the maximum $|\Delta S|$ (70-120 mJ/kg·K) and corresponding $T_C$ values (138-100 K) reveal that Ru vacancies can significantly contribute to tuning the MCE. Interestingly, BiFeO$_3$/SrRuO$_3$ bilayer structures are found to sustain not only MCE over a broad temperature range with different $\Delta S$ peaks but also exhibit a huge coercivity enhancement, making them attractive for improved on-chip cooling and spintronic devices.
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Technological demand for soft magnetic materials capable of operation at high temperatures has led to an increased interest in FeCo-based nanocrystalline alloys. Magnetic components in various energy conversion devices and sensors are during their operation often exposed to high temperature environments, which could have a marked impact on their performance. Therefore, a better knowledge about stability of functional properties if the soft magnetic materials are used at elevated temperatures is of high importance for estimation of their application potential. In this work, the effects of rapid annealing (RA) on soft magnetic properties at elevated temperatures were investigated in series of high-Bs Fe-(Co)-B-(Cu) alloys prepared by planar flow casting. A special attention was given to rapid annealing technique that utilizes a compression of samples between pre-heated Cu blocks. This technique allows to obtain soft magnetic nanocrystalline alloys with reduced content of non-magnetic elements exhibiting attractive combination of high saturation magnetic flux density (B_s) and low coercivity (H_c) [1,2]. The as-quenched amorphous ribbons were subjected to rapid annealing for 0.5 s at temperatures between 480 - 500 °C, which were identified as optimum RA heat treatment conditions. A more detailed description of the rapid annealing setup used in our study can be found in [3]. The second batch of amorphous ribbons was conventionally annealed (CA) in the vacuum furnace for 60 minutes at temperatures close to their first crystallization peak temperature determined by DSC calorimetry. We show that very high heating rates and short processing times during RA resulted in a formation of rather small nanocrystalline grains with typical sizes in the range of 10 - 15 nm. The observed grain refinement has led to a marked reduction of coercivity as compared to conventionally annealed samples Our main attention was focused on the characterization of soft magnetic properties of RA samples at elevated temperatures. The hysteresis loops were collected from room temperature (RT) up to 673 K using the Förster type B–H loop tracer with a built-in furnace placed inside the magnetically shielded room. Reference hysteresis loop were also collected at RT after each high temperature measurement. Our experiments revealed that rapidly annealed high-Bs Fe-(Co)-B-(Cu) alloys exhibit very good thermal stability of soft magnetic characteristics up to 623K, which makes them promising soft magnetic materials for applications at elevated temperatures.
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The experimental evidence of large magnetoresistance in magnetite pellets is provided in this paper. Applying magnetic field along the length of the four-point probe resistance monitoring, on the surface of a bulk magnetite pellet, results in elevated magnetoresistance change in the order of 100%. Measurements were realized in 10^{-3} mbar vacuum with excitation currents from 0.1 A up to 0.5 A, with magnetic field from 0 mT up to 250 mT. After the transient decrease of resistance due to the increase of the carrier number because of the semiconducting nature of the magnetite pellets, the final resistance of the sample was dependent on the externally applied field. A typical response is illustrated in Figure 1. The reason for such drop of resistivity is the parallelization of the magnetic flux \( B \) of the magnetite pellet with the excitation current, thus resulting in the reduction of the Lorentz force on the conducting carriers, reducing the Lorentz scattering effect.

Figure 1: Steady state resistance dependence of magnetite pellets on magnetic field, for different electric currents transmitted through the pellet.
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The Giant Magneto-Impedance effect, which changes impedance of amorphous wire in response to the magnetic fields, is used in highly sensitive magnetometers for measuring biomagnetic fields, electronic compasses, and other applications. GMI sensors face a trade-off between sensitivity and wide dynamic range. GMI sensors with sensitivity on the order of pico-tesla, suitable for biomagnetic measurements, are limited to dynamic ranges of a few micro-tesla or less. One approach to achieving high sensitivity and wide dynamic ranges is to use magnetic field feedback, which is produced by feedback coil placed around the GMI sensor. Feedback coil can be integrated with the pickup coil of the GMI sensor, a configuration known as single coil feedback. This integration can make the GMI sensor smaller compared to designs where the feedback coil is separate from the pickup coil\textsuperscript{3}. A gradiometer, which uses two different GMI sensors as sensing and reference elements respectively, can reduce common mode noise represented by the geomagnetic field.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{Magnetic noise floor: without feedback and with Feedback.}
\end{figure}
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A gradiometer combined with magnetic feedback functions as a common-mode magnetic field rejection-type (CMMFR-type) GMI gradiometer, which can more effectively reduce common mode noise [2].

In this study, we report the achievement of single coil feedback CMMFR type GMI gradiometer and confirm the reduction of magnetic noise floor (Fig.1).
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The traditional wireless communication based on electromagnetic waves face difficulties when functioning in the harsh environments like underground, submarine or biological tissues. These difficulties are due to the rapid attenuation of the radio wave in these media. The communication method based on the magnetic field is the alternative solution for such scenarios because the magnetic field can penetrate the non-magnetic materials such as water, sol.

A conventional magnetic communication system is based on the magneto-induction principle. It is typically composed of transmitting and receiving coils that ensure the communication by magnetic coupling. At relatively low frequencies (a few tens of kilohertz) and for a small size of the receiving coil, the sensitivity of the receiver decreases. In this case, a dedicated high sensitivity magnetic sensor could advantageously replace the receiving coil. Under some conditions, it is expected that such magnetic sensors should allow better sensitivity than a conventional coil. This improvement in the sensitivity offers an increase in the communication distance while ensuring reduced dimensions of the device. These characteristics are favorable for integration into numerous mobile applications.

The aim of this paper is to present a proof of concept of using a high sensitivity digital Giant Magneto-Impedance (GMI) sensor as a receiver in a magnetic communication sys-

![Figure 1: Structure of the communication system.](https://doi.org/10.33542/EMSA-0340-1)
The architecture of the system is presented in Fig. 1. The transmitter is composed of a solenoid which creates a modulated On-Off-Keying magnetic field signal $h$ at a carrier frequency $f_0 = 60\, \text{kHz}$. This field is measured by an off-diagonal GMI sensor with a working frequency $f_0 = 1\, \text{MHz}$. The induced voltage $V_{c/o}$ across the pick-up coil of the sensitive element is modulated twice at $f_0$ and $f_m$.

A double amplitude-demodulation is digitally performed in real time to recover the binary sequence of the transmitted message. The first demodulation, at $f_0$, is based on a synchronous detection and the second, at $f_m$, involves a digital envelope detector.

The experimental results showing the reliable functioning of the system, through the transmission of ASCII codes, will be presented. A second study will provide a comprehensive comparison of performances between this system and conventional magnetic communication systems. These performances include sensitivity, bandwidth, transmission distance, signal to noise ratio, etc.
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Experimental Use of the Lidar Timing Circuit for Magnetometers Working with Time Conversion
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The aim of the ongoing research at our department in the field of magnetometers is the development of a compact modular magnetometric system operating with amorphous strips and microwires, used as a core. The motivation is in long-term research, development and testing of magnetometers with different types of control and processing electronics. The use of FPGA or CPLD devices for control and sensing electronics of relaxation and time-difference magnetometers has been verified.

The research has led over the years to the development of two types of fluxgate magnetometers. First of them is, the VEMA magnetometer developed and realized by the researchers at the Faculty of Aeronautics in cooperation with EDIS vvd. company. The second one, considering the current trend of reducing dimensions and power consumption in order to increase the performance of sensoric systems, considers the use of microwires as the core of the magnetometer due to their small size, low power consumption and good sensing properties [1,2].

Both types of magnetometric systems work with the conversion of magnetic field measurement to time measurement. For accurate time measurement in out experiments, the TDC7200 (time to digital converter) circuit designed for the LIDAR with the resolution of 55 ps has been used to measure the relaxation time and the time difference of our magnetometric systems. Generally, the device to measure the time would be a microcontroller, but in the case of 3 and more channels the advantage of synchronous timing would be lost. For this case, instead of a microcontroller, it is proficient to use a CPLD or an FPGA device, which, in addition to controlling the sensing and excitation electronics, also serves to control the TDC7200 circuits.

The paper builds on the knowledge obtained from the previously performed measurements in details described in [3] while the FPGA device is used to control the transistor bridge using optocouplers with timing adjustments. The paper presents results that were achieved during experiments focused on the improvement of the current devices’ precision and noise characteristics.
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The Magneto-Impedance (MI) effect is an attractive phenomenon for several applications, such as magnetic field, stress, and temperature measurement, health monitoring and biological detection. To fully exploit the potential of these applications, it would be useful to develop numerical models able to predict the MI response under different conditions, accounting for materials with diverse properties and geometries. The impedance Z of a magnetic sample can be obtained by solving simultaneously Maxwell Equations (ME) and the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) magnetization equation of motion. Except for highly symmetric and simple situations, obtaining an analytical solution for the impedance is not possible. One usual simplification is to assume a constant value for the magnetic permeability $\mu$. More elaborate approaches determine the value of the permeability as a function of the applied magnetic field using simple magnetization models. None of the models used so far accounts for the dependence of the permeability on the amplitude of the excitation field $h_{ac}$ created by the alternating current used to measure the impedance. This is certainly important, since the amplitude of $h_{ac}$ varies over the material, both the Ampere’s Law itself and the skin effect.

![Figure 1](https://doi.org/10.33542/EMSA-0340-1)

**Figure 1:** Schematic representation of the modelling process: a) Permalloy (Ni80Fe20) thin film. b) Permeability for a frequency of 200 MHz as a function of $h_{ac}$ and $H_{bias}$. c) $Z(H)$ curves at different frequencies.
In this work, we model the MI effect from first principles, starting from fundamental magnetic properties. The method combines the numerical solution of the LLG equation using micromagnetic codes, with a finite element method to solve ME. Fig. 1 schematizes the process. Micromagnetic simulations enable us to determine the permeability for each bias field as a function of a wide range of excitation amplitudes and frequencies of $h_{\text{in}}$. These results are then integrated into the finite element description of the ME, which solves the inter-dependency between $\mu$ and $h_{\text{in}}$ in an auto-consistent way by obtaining the optimal values compatible with the solution of ME at each point. Thus, $Z$ is evaluated for different bias fields and frequencies. It is important to note the effect of ferromagnetic resonance is intrinsically included in the model, and its effects are clearly visible in $Z(H)$ curves. This calculation procedure can be used in special situations, such as under the effect of inhomogeneous fields. This is the case, for example, in the detection of magnetotactic bacteria, which generate a non-uniform stray field over the sensor volume. Using this model, a change of some milliohms is predicted in the MI signal by the presence of a single bacterium.
Error Correction of Analytical Field Expressions with Neural Networks
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Analytical expressions are favored for magnetic field calculations due to their speed compared to finite element simulations [1]. They excel in optimizing high-dimensional systems, allowing efficient exploration of parameter spaces, beneficial for designing cost-effective, robust, and accurate magnetic sensor systems [2]. Despite their usefulness, analytical expressions suffer from the idealized assumption of perfectly homogeneous magnetization. Even in high-quality rare earth magnets, the self-demagnetization effect, arising from the interaction of magnetic moments with the magnet’s own field, is a fundamental limitation on the precision of high-precision applications relying on analytical field expressions [3].

We introduce a method using physics-based neural networks (NN) [4] to correct the self-demagnetization error in analytical field expressions. Unlike recent NN approaches [5], we base on the existing analytical solution and train our networks to rectify the errors (see Fig. 1), resulting in significantly improved approximations compared to total field calculations with NNs. Our method notably enhances the accuracy of analytical field calculations, particularly in the near field near the magnetic surface, crucial for sensor applications with high amplitudes (see Fig. 2, ascending ordered errors for 1000 different cuboid magnet shapes simulated with assumed remanence polarization of 1T, linear material law and susceptibilities in (0,1), evaluated at different points with amplitudes >25mT). More-

**Figure 1:** a) Illustration of our approach: Decomposing the total magnetic field into the analytical model’s contribution and a neural network-based correction. b) Comparison of errors: Analytical solution, NN field computation, and our NN-correction to the analytical solution.
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over, the computational time of our NN method remains comparable to analytical expressions, preserving efficient computations even at scale.
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A finite elements scheme is presented for the optimization of electromagnetic energy harvesters. These devices convert ambient energy from various sources, such as light, vibration, or heat, into electrical energy for powering electronic devices in situations where it is not practical to rely on conventional power sources, such as batteries or connections to the electrical grid. There are different types of energy harvesters, each designed to take advantage of specific energy sources, such as mechanical, radiation or thermal energy, among others. Particularly, vibrational energy harvesters transform small mechanical oscillations present in the environment, such as those generated by engines or vehicles, into electrical energy. Although piezoelectric materials are commonly used as active components in this type of harvesters, they show a decrease in efficiency for low-frequency vibrations (<100 Hz), typical of large structures such as bridges or the blades of windmills. In this context, magnetostrictive materials offer superior performance at these frequencies, where the conversion of mechanical to electrical energy is achieved through the Villari effect (variable magnetization and therefore an electromotive force induced in a receiving coil).

However, in order to optimize the converted power density these magnetostrictive vibrational energy harvesters, it is necessary to optimize both the vibrating frame where the magnetostrictive material is fixed, ensuring resonance at the appropriate frequencies, the static magnetic field and the receiving coil responsible for capturing the vibration-induced energy.

Figure 1: Optimization of power changing the vibration frequency and magnet position.
electric power. Consequently, an optimization problem arises, involving mechanical and electromagnetic aspects.

In this work, we propose the use of the finite element method (FEM) to solve partial differential equations in order to optimize a magnetostrictive vibrational energy harvester. This study focuses on magnetostrictive energy harvesters based on a U-shaped structure [1]. The vibrations generated in the U-shaped structure are transmitted to a magnetostrictive sheet composed of Gallium and Iron (CAFENOL), which is magnetized by permanent magnets (see Fig.1a). The partial differential equations to be addressed will include linear elasticity and Maxwell’s equations. The coupling between the mechanical and electromagnetic system is carried out by adjusting the damping coefficients. As an example, Fig.1b shows the estimated electrical power versus frequency, at different magnet positions x.
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EXTRAORDINARY MAGNETORESISTANCE (EMR) sensors are geometry-dependent 4-terminal devices based on high-conductivity semiconductors and metal inclusions, that can achieve over $10^6 \%$ magnetoresistance ratios \cite{1,2}. The origin of such effect can be explained by Lorentz force, rewriting the conductivity tensor of the semiconductor with a magnetic field dependence. Deviations of the current path result in charge accumulation in the semiconductor, giving rise to incredibly high voltage differences. In this work, this effect is employed for passive current limiting applications with a 2-terminal device. With the possibility to integrate a magnetic circuit in the current path, the rise in current will create a field on the EMR device, in turn increasing its resistance and thus limiting the current overshoot and its plateau levels \cite{3}. Investigations of the analytical model of such device shows that the maximum achievable MR ratio is $\mu^2 B^2$, where $\mu$ is the charge-carrier mobility of the semiconductor and $B$ is the magnitude of the applied magnetic field. Contrary to the 4-terminal sensor, metal inclusions do not improve the current limiter performance, and charge-accumulation at the edges degrades the obtained MR. The model indicates that this can be mitigated by engineering the geometry of the device, increasing the dimension parallel to the deviated current path. To approach the theoretical limit, the length of the device must be $\mu B$ times its thickness. We also present another solution to avoid charge-accumulation by short-circuiting the semiconductor edges, improving the MR without changing the device geometry. Another known negative influence on MR is the contact resistivity between the semiconductor and the metal electrodes \cite{4}. The present work also proposes a way of minimizing this by tweaking the device geometry.

In current limiter applications, it is the current of the main circuit itself that passes through the device, and not a small bias current as it is the case in sensor applications. Electric current levels can reach units of amperes, and as high current passes through the EMR element, resistive power dissipation becomes relevant. Electric and thermal simulations with finite element method (COMSOL) in 3D for different device sizes corroborate the analytical model and are used to investigate resistance variations and Joule heating.
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Modelling of the Hysteresis Originating from Reversible Magnetization Processes and the Accompanying Energy Losses
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In this work we confirmed that reversible magnetization mechanisms also contribute to the hysteresis of the magnetizing reversal, and are accompanied with an energy loss, which was explained as originating from the frictional effects when local spins rotate. We modelled this hysteresis by calculating the area of the small hysteresis loops obtained by integrating of the reversible relative permeability measured along DC hysteresis loops (Fig. 1). This approach fills the gap, as many models neglect these effects and attribute the whole energy loss to irreversible magnetization, and the mentioned small hysteresis has until now been only commented qualitatively.

Here, we quantified the energy dissipation coming from reversible magnetization for different representative Fe-based soft magnetic powder compacted and composite materials, under different magnetizing conditions of a DC magnetization cycle, and we found that different parameters lead to different percent proportions of the particular types of magnetization processes. Further analysis of these results led to a finding confirming theoretical assumption that the reversible rotations of magnetization vector are much more energy consuming than the reversible displacements of domain walls, hence the area of a hysteresis loop of the integrated reversible permeability approximately reflects the reversible magnetization vector rotations percentage within all magnetization processes.

Figure 1: The small hysteresis in reversible magnetization curves (obtained by integration of reversible permeability) observed in Fe-based powder compacted material at maximum induction 0.8 T (left) and 1.2 T (right), compared with DC hysteresis loops.
Poster Presentations

Such approach enables to quantify the proportions of reversible magnetization vector rotations solely, because the reversible permeability measurements reflect the portion of all reversible magnetization processes including the reversible domain wall displacements.
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Heusler alloys are a unique class of materials which enable the option to change their physical properties by simple adjustment of the alloy’s chemical composition. It was shown in different studies, that changes in chemical composition can lead to tuning of the observed phenomenon, and its enhancement. Well-known Heusler ferromagnetic superconductor \(\text{Ni}_2\text{NbSn}\) has a critical temperature of \(3\) K and Curie temperature of around \(13\) K. Mainly the value of critical temperature makes the material difficult to study and does not support its practical application.

In the presented work, the influence of chemical doping of \(\text{Ni}_2\text{NbSn}\) using Ga, Ge, and Sb elements was investigated. The most crucial parameters were evaluated, such as superconducting transition temperature, and also Curie temperature. The chemical tuning of the mother alloy was performed with 1% and 2% doping. It was found that doping may in some cases suppress the superconducting or ferromagnetic properties in the material, but on the other hand, favourable enhancement of superconducting temperature has been observed for 1% Sb doping, up to 6.42 K. The resistance measurements revealed the background of the coexistence of ferromagnetism and superconductivity can be different than in the case of other chemical doping.
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Magnetic Properties and Magnetization Processes in the SMCs influenced by the Mechanofusion Parameters
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Soft magnetic composites (SMCs) are in general ferromagnetic powder particles surrounded by electroinsulating layer. In this work we examined magnetic properties and magnetization processes in Fe-based soft magnetic composites with Al₂O₃ electroinsulating layer created by mechanofusion process. Mechanofusion (also called dry coating) is process which attaches small particles (Al₂O₃ powder, 1-40 μm) on larger particles (Fe powder, 125-200 μm) without the use of any binders and solvents. Two series of four ring samples with rectangular cross-section were created, based on mechanofusion time and the amount of the Al₂O₃ powder in powder mixture. The names of the samples were chosen as follows: the letter indicates the time of mechanofusion (S means short (5 minutes) and L means long (30 minutes)) and the number indicates the weight percentage of Al₂O₃ used in mixture with Fe powder. We examined electrical resistivity, coercivity, complex permeability and AC and DC losses. The DC loss separation according to Landgraf’s approach was executed.

We found that, the optimal Al₂O₃ content for shorter mechanofusion process duration is around 5-10 %, because of the lowest loss and the highest permeability. Longer mechanofusion process with increasing of Al₂O₃ content leads to deterioration of the magnetic properties of SMCs.

Figure 1: DC loss and DC loss separation according to Landgraf’s approach (a) and AC loss (b).
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The inductance of an IPM motor is an important factor in determining the performance of the motor. In particular, spoke type motors use salient pole ratios to utilize reluctance torque, so accurate inductance calculation is an important technique. Many papers have previously been published on inductance calculation methods [1-2]. Recently, with the development of computers, the method of calculating inductance using FEM is widely used. However, the process has the disadvantage of being complicated and time-consuming. Of course, when using FEM, the iron core saturation phenomenon can be calculated with high precision, so the inductance calculation result has the advantage of being highly accurate.

Figure 1 shows the inductance calculated by FEM. \(L_d\) and \(L_q\) represent the inductance of each \(d\)-axis and \(q\)-axis. Inductance varies depending on the magnitude and phase angle of the current. When calculating with an equivalent circuit, a complicated process is required to accurately calculate the magnetic saturation phenomenon.

In this paper, the inductance was calculated using the magnetic equivalent circuit method and the results were compared with the FEM calculation method. A method of increasing accuracy was applied by applying the iron core saturation nonlinear function and the permanent magnet demagnetization function. A comparison of the analysis results will be presented in the full paper.

![Figure 1: Inductance calculation results according to current and phase angle using FEM analysis.](https://doi.org/10.33542/EMSA-0340-1)
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Utilizing permanent magnets (PM) in technological applications for information storage and green-energy generation is increasingly important. This necessitates the development of new magnetic materials that are more cost-effective and contain fewer critical components, such as rare earth (RE) elements. However, the systematic exploration of novel hard magnetic materials is a complex task due to the vast combinatorial space encompassed by the crystal structures and chemical compositions. Fortunately, applying structure-predicting techniques, specifically evolutionary or adaptive genetic algorithms in conjunction with ab-initio calculations, presents a promising avenue for material discovery [1]. Notably, a recent computational screening of hard magnetic phases in the Fe-Ta binary system showcased the existence of metastable phases with intrinsic magnetic prop-
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Figure 1: A visual representation of the steps you need to take to create a new structure [3].
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...properties, such as high saturation magnetization and large magnetocrystalline anisotropy, which are ideal for PM materials [2].

Significantly, a predicted low energy Fe$_2$Ta structure (8 formula units) was experimentally observed in the Co-Ta binary family. The investigation into the thermodynamic stability of the (Co$_{1-x}$Fe$_x$)$_2$Ta alloys indicates a stable compound for an increased concentration of iron, and the experimental study verifies the synthesis of stable magnetic materials in the predicted phase. However, the new magnetic structure in the CoFeTa system does not exhibit a high enough Curie temperature for practical use as PM. This successful synergy between computational prediction and experimental validation paves the way for designing new magnetic materials.
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Heusler alloys are suitable materials for sensors and actuators [1]. The current challenge in the utilization of shape memory Heusler alloys remains in their downsizing [2]. In this work we present such materials in the form of thin films and nanowires, which were fabricated using electrodeposition. This approach presents a scalable method for fabrication of shape memory materials, which can be used for sensing and actuation in the nanoscale.

Electrodeposition of Ni$_2$FeGa thin films and nanowires, which show a shape memory behavior due to a martensitic transformation capability, was followed by a complete substitution of the Ga atom in their composition by Tl. The Ga substitution resulted in off-stoichiometric Ni-Fe-Tl nanowires with a phase transition at the temperature of $\approx 350$ K, confirmed by structural and magnetic analysis.

First-order reversal curve analysis of an array of the Ni-Fe-Tl nanowires reveals a change in their magnetization process before and after the phase transition, enabling contactless sensing mechanism of the nanowires' magnetostructural response [3,4]. Moreover, the phase transition-driven magnetization variations make the nanowires suitable for hyperthermic application. Wide temperature hysteresis of the nanowires’ phase transition offers a possibility to gradually heat the nanowires under an alternating magnetic field. The heating process can be automatically interrupted after the nanowires transform into the high-temperature phase due to a > 70% change in the hysteresis losses between the magnetically soft austenite and magnetically hard martensitic phase.
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T his study examined the effect of the ratio and type of insulation used on the magnetic performance of NiFeMo-based SMCs. We prepared five samples: pure NiFeMo “S1”, two composites with BN-based insulation (1.16 vol. % “S2” and 5 vol. % “S3”), and two Al$_2$O$_3$ (1.16 vol. % “S4” and 5 vol. % “S5”). The ferromagnetic part and the insulator were mixed in 30 ml vials and placed in a custom-prepared setup inside a planetary ball mill at a rotation speed of 500 rpm for 15 minutes. Then, they were compacted in Ar atmosphere at 400 °C and 700 MPa for 5 mins and left to cool down.

Resistivity $\rho_R$ was measured using the contactless method. For S1 $\rho_R$ is 15 $\mu\Omega$m, S2 190 $\mu\Omega$m, S3 480 $\mu\Omega$m, S4 18 $\mu\Omega$m and S5 54 $\mu\Omega$m. Maximum relative permeability $\mu_{\text{max}}$ and the real part of complex permeability peak $\mu_r$ reduced with the increased insulation percent, and for sample S1, $\mu_{\text{max}}$ and $\mu_r$ have the highest values of around 280 and 120. BN-insulated S2 and S3 have large drops, $\mu_{\text{max}}$ are around 190 and 150, and $\mu_r$ 110 and 90, respectively. Al$_2$O$_3$-coated S4 has the lowest drops related to S1, $\mu_{\text{max}}$ is 240, and $\mu_r$ is 105; $\mu_{\text{max}}$ of sample S5 is around 160, and $\mu_r$ is around 90.

Relaxation frequency $f_r$ tended to grow with the amount of the insulation. In the compact S1, $f_r$ of 6.4 kHz is already high for a pure ferromagnet. BN insulation increased it to

---

Figure 1: Total loss of (a) all samples and (b) samples S2 and S3 measured in the DC-30 kHz frequency range.
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around 260 kHz in S2 and 400 kHz in S3. The \( f_r \) of \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) in S4 is around 60 kHz and in S5 around 80 kHz. Magnetic loss (Fig. 1), measured in the DC-30 kHz frequency range, confirmed that effect. Hysteresis loss \( W_h \) is around 90 J/m\(^3\) in all samples. Total energy loss \( W_t \) at 30 kHz revealed the superiority of BN-coated powder-based SMCs. The \( W_t \) of S1 has a value of around 1700 J/m\(^3\); in both S2 and S3, it is around 200 J/m\(^3\), and their growth is similar. A low amount of \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) in S4 appears less effective, as its \( W_t \) value is around 1430 J/m\(^3\); however, 5 vol. % of \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) reduces losses to a greater extent, and \( W_t \) is around 510 J/m\(^3\).
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Glass-coated Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{37}$Sb$_{13}$ Microwires: Synthesis and Magneto-Structural Characterization
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Magnetic Heusler alloys, which undergo a martensitic-like structural transition, display interesting functional properties. Regarding the synthesis of these alloys, most of the work conducted up to now has focused on bulk and ribbon samples prepared using conventional melting and melt-spinning techniques. This work reports the microstructure, structural, magnetic, and magnetocaloric characteristics of polycrystalline glass-coated Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{37}$Sb$_{13}$ microwires obtained by the Taylor-Ulitovsky technique. The results are compared with those obtained for a bulk alloy of the same composition. The microwires exhibited a remarkably uniform diameter, averaging around 200 microns. Elemental chemical composition analyses reveal slight deviations in the Mn and Sb content from the nominal values. At room temperature, austenite shows an L2$_1$-type cubic crystal structure (space group Fm-3m) and undergoes a second-order magnetic phase transition with a Curie temperature ($T_C$) of 332 K. The thermomagnetic curve measured under a field of 5 mT in the temperature range from 150 K to 400 K shows the occurrence of a broad first-order martensitic-like phase transition at a temperature of around 233 K. One notable room temperature magnetic characteristic of these samples is their ability to achieve saturation magnetization at a low magnetic field strength of around 0.15 T. For a magnetic field change of 2 T, the produced microwires show a maximum magnetic entropy change $|\Delta S M|_{max}$ of 1.2 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ at the second-order transition of austenite.
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Thin magnetic cylindrical wires attract considerable attention due to interesting features of a domain wall motion like absence of the Walker breakdown that prevents fast domain wall dynamics [1]. Amorphous glass-coated microwires are composite material, in which very high domain wall velocities have been observed [2]. Owing to the amorphous state of wires, the magneto crystalline anisotropy vanishes. Recently, it was shown that the axial magnetic anisotropy resulting from rapid quenching has comparable strength, leading to a tilted domain wall orientation [3]. It is an open question of how the tilted domain wall in cylindrical wires moves with application of mechanical torsion stresses.

Magneto-optical Kerr effect is used to visualize a surface magnetization dynamics in microwires. The domain wall is stabilized by two opposite magnetic fields, resulting in effective one-dimensional potential well. Periodic back-and-forth motion of the well is used to synchronize the domain wall position with MOKE imaging and direct time-resolved images of a surface magnetism are performed. In contrast to previous measurements, mechanical torsion is applied to the microwire. Our spatial imaging of a surface domain wall

Figure 1: Snapshots of domain wall profiles for specific angles of torsion in FeSiB microwire.
shape reveals two typical types of a DW distortions. In highly magnetostrictive alloy (e.g. FeSiB), the mechanical torsion stress results in a screw-like distortions of a DW (Fig. 1). On the other side, microwires with reduced magnetostriction exhibits almost zero distortion of a domain wall shape. In both cases, the magnetostriction plays an essential role because the mechanical distortion is always smaller than the distortion of a DW. Time-resolved observation of a magnetization dynamics allows optimization of the giant-magnetoimpedance effect (GMI) in highly sensitive sensors.
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Rapidly solidified amorphous submicronic glass-coated wires with diameters between 100 and 950 nm, featuring either high or nearly zero magnetostriction, present a bistable magnetic behavior [1], which relies on the propagation of a single magnetic domain wall at velocities that differ considerably in wires with high magnetostriction as compared to those with nearly zero magnetostriction.

Here, we report on the Lorentz microscopy investigation of magnetic domain walls in rapidly solidified submicronic Fe$_{77.5}$Si$_{12.5}$B$_{15}$ and (Co$_{0.94}$Fe$_{0.06}$)$_{72.5}$Si$_{12.5}$B$_{15}$ amorphous wires with high and nearly zero magnetostriction, respectively. Imaging has been performed using a Libra 200 MC Carl Zeiss ultra-high-resolution microscope in Fresnel configuration. Domain wall structures have been observed under an applied field with various amplitudes and directions. Lorentz microscopy data has been associated with hysteresis loop and domain wall velocity measurements for a comprehensive investigation. Figure 1 shows a domain wall image observed in a nearly zero magnetostrictive sample having 900 nm in diameter, in the absence of an applied field. The domain wall structure does not change

**Figure 1**: Lorentz microscopy image of a domain wall in a (Co$_{0.94}$Fe$_{0.06}$)$_{72.5}$Si$_{12.5}$B$_{15}$ submicronic amorphous wire with 900 nm in diameter, with no applied magnetic field.
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with different values of the applied field. Moreover, tilting a field of 900 Oe at small angles with respect to the direction perpendicular to the lamella, does not alter the vortex structure.

In case of an Fe$_{77.5}$Si$_{17.5}$B$_{15}$ amorphous submicronic wire with high magnetostriction, having the same diameter (900 nm), the vortex domain wall displays an elongation that increases with the value of the applied field. Tilting the field at small angles has the same effect. The differences in hysteresis loop parameters and in domain wall velocities displayed by the two types of submicronic amorphous wires can be linked to the differences in their domain wall structures. The results are essential towards fully understanding the magnetic behavior of nearly zero and highly magnetostrictive submicronic amorphous samples.
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Octapod-shaped CoFe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles represent an interesting and promising material in the field of magnetic properties and their applications. These nanoparticles have a unique octapod-shaped structure and exhibit exceptional magnetic properties that predispose them for use as sensitive detection objects in magnetic devices. The sensitivity and efficiency of CoFe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles as detectors can be greatly enhanced due to the possibility of modifying their shape and structure. This property allows fine-tuning of their magnetic characteristics, which may be prospective, for example, in magnetic particle hyperthermia in the application of alternating magnetic fields. Moreover, CoFe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles will also find applications in biomedical environments, especially as contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Their ability to be detected by magnetic devices with high sensitivity and precision makes them ideal candidates for improved imaging diagnostic methods and more accurate localization of pathological processes in the human body. Overall, the research and use of CoFe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles present an interesting example of synergistic interaction between materials science and biomedicine, which promises to expand their applications in the fields of sensing, diagnostics, and therapeutics.

The octapod CoFe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles were prepared via Thermal decomposition of iron(III) acetylacetonate and cobalt(II) acetylacetonate in the presence of sodium oleate and oleic acid. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images confirmed that the as-prepared product consists of four-armed star-like cobalt ferrite particles. Prepared nanoparticles had size 15 nm and their saturation magnetisation is around 80 emu/g. As the as-prepared nanoparticles were unsuitable for biomedical applications, we transferred the nanoparticles to aqueous media using the ligand exchange.
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A Study on the Design Method to improve Precision and Efficiency for Servo Motor by Slotless Stator
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SERVO MOTORS are drivers that accurately control position, speed, acceleration, etc. according to command signals and are mainly used in processes that require precise control, such as semiconductor processes. The precision of servomotors used in precision processes determines the completeness of the final product and accounts for the main power consumption excluding the heating process within the production line. In order to develop servomotors, it is necessary to improve commercialization technology through technology development such as ensuring compatibility, miniaturization/lightweight, and performance improvement. In order to respond to climate change caused by carbon emissions, efforts are being made to legislate emission reduction through international agreements and policies such as the Glasgow Climate Agreement.

According to the top 10 carbon emitting countries, carbon emissions generated by global manufacturing powers China, the United States, Japan, Germany, and Korea account for more than 50% of global emissions. In the case of a slot-type electric motor with a general structure, improvement in precision and efficiency through electromagnetic design...
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has a trade-off relationship, so the development of a slotless type is required to satisfy the two indicators, and the overall performance compared to a slot-type electric motor based on the same output is required. It has been confirmed that it is possible to reduce not only precision but also efficiency. In this paper, a study was conducted on design methods to improve the precision of servomotors, and the output characteristics of slot-type and slotless motors were examined [1].
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Nowadays, we are immersed in a digital society where information is continually transferred between different devices, forcing us to look for new alternatives that allow the faster transfer of information with the lowest possible energy consumption. Magnetic thin films have been successfully used but their related natural resonance frequency is restricted to the range of a few GHz, and it should be increased to allow for current technological needs [1]. In 2016, Li et al. [2] proved that coupled ferromagnetic bilayers can present higher ferromagnetic resonances, the acoustic and optic modes, as compared to single thin films.

Here, the static and dynamic magnetic responses of symmetric and asymmetric multilayer bimagnetic systems of different non-magnetic spacer thickness have been studied. The symmetric system is composed of Fe(10nm)/Al (0-2nm)/Fe(10nm), and the antisymmetric one of Co(10nm)/Cu(0-8nm)/CoFeB(10nm) [3]. We have observed both the acoustic and optic modes and it is demonstrated that the resonance frequency of the optic mode is very sensitive to the interlayer coupling constant that depends on the geometrical and compositional nature of layers. Particularly, high resonance frequencies can be achieved (over 25 GHz) for Co/CoFeB bilayers with interlayer exchange coupling $J_{eff} = (2.7 \pm 0.8)$ erg/cm$^2$.

Figure 1: VNA-FMR spectra of Co(10nm)/Cu(3nm)/CoFeB(10nm) trilayer where black and blue lines correspond to the acoustic and optic modes, respectively. Diagrams of both modes.
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Magnetic nanoparticles have been the subject of much research with their unique properties such as size in the nanoscale and the existence of high magnetic moment which bring a wide range of their applications. It is their ability to respond to an external magnetic field that enables their motion control. Their application in biomedicine is interesting, where they show promise as drug carriers, as heat sources in magnetic particle hyperthermia for cancer therapy, in MRI imaging techniques and also in separation techniques using an external magnetic field [1].

At the same time, separation techniques are notoriously time-consuming and technically demanding, which often brings negative impacts in the process of diagnosis and therapy of various viral and bacterial diseases. Also, the specificity of various viral and bacterial diseases limits the possibilities of using conventional separation techniques due to the low concentration of the captured target substances. One of the new approaches in this field is magnetic separation using magnetic nanoparticles [2].

The thesis deals with the application of magnetic nanoparticles as nucleic acid separation reagents in RT-PCR assays. One of the main objectives of the work is to design such nanoparticle systems that, by their specific properties such as shape, magnetic moment magnitude, or the presence of ligand on the nanoparticle surface, would accelerate the separation of nucleic acids and increase the amount of bound genetic material during RT-PCR testing. The potential of magnetic nanoparticles to bind DNA/RNA molecules is investigated on SiO2-coated Fe3O4-type nanoparticles with a specific organic ligand on the surface. Also, the work is devoted to the preparation of star-shaped nanoparticles, or cubic nanoparticles which by their specific shape can bind DNA/RNA molecules more efficiently compared to spherical nanoparticles. Our synthesized nanoparticles have been investigated for their ability to bind nucleic acids. This type of nanoparticles is also characterized in terms of structure, morphology and magnetic properties.
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Magnetic Analysis of Fe-based Nanoparticles for Biomedical Applications
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Magnetic nanoparticles have emerged as a promising frontier in the realm of nanomedicine, offering unprecedented potential for revolutionizing diagnostics, imaging, targeting, drug delivery, and therapy [1]. Their unique physicochemical properties, such as high surface area-to-volume ratio, tunable magnetic properties, and biocompatibility, make them ideal candidates for various biomedical applications [2].

We have prepared the nanoparticle system consisting of Fe3O4 magnetic core coated with a silica SiO2 shell with a size of approximately 10 nm. Such system was detailedly analyzed in terms of magnetic properties. In Fig. 1 the magnetization measurement in ZFC/FC mode at applied external magnetic field of 100 Oe is presented. Magnetic properties of the system have been examined in AC and DC conditions. Isothermal magnetization data taken at temperature span 5-300 K confirmed superparamagnetic behavior of the system.

Figure 1: Magnetic measurements in ZFC/FC mode at applied external magnetic field of 100 Oe.
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above 50 K. The series of ZFC-FC measurements under various applied DC fields revealed field dependence of blocking temperature and signatures of interparticle interactions in the system. The strength of the interactions has been determined by means of various methods. The construction of Henkel plot points to the dipole-dipole origin of the magnetic interactions. Neel-Arrhenius, Vogel-Fulcher and the Critical slowing down models have been applied to the collected AC magnetic susceptibility vs temperature data. The analysis reconfirmed the presence of intermediate/strong interparticle interactions in accordace with the results obtained from DC data.
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In the case of a permanent magnet electronic brake, that will be discussed in this paper, a permanent magnet is placed at the bottom of the stator and a winding is placed in the middle of the stator. In the case of attractive force, it is generated by magnetic energy generated by permanent magnets, and current must be applied to the winding to cancel out the stopping force. In the case of a permanent magnet type electronic brake, the maximum stopping force that can be generated is fixed depending on the permanent magnet inserted at the bottom, and the stopping force cannot be changed even if the load conditions vary. In this paper, we studied a method for outputting a permanent magnet type electronic brake. Two methods were proposed to vary stopping power. The first method is to use an Alnico 9 magnet with low coercive force and utilize the magnetization and demagnetization phenomenon according to load conditions to utilize stopping power. The second method is to secure additional stopping power by improving the stator and rotor structures to generate iron loss at the moment stopping power is needed. To verify the validity of this study, a prototype of a permanent magnet brake was manufactured and a dynamo test was conducted.
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Figure 1: a) Permanent magnet electronic brake design process. b) Attractive-force analysis using 3D FEA.
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Compound ErMnO\textsubscript{3} is the improper multiferroic material with ferroelectric ordering temperature of $T_{N} = 835$ K, but with the magnetism presented only below Neel temperature of $T_{N} = 81$ K [1]. This temperature is too low for the application purposes. On the other hand, ErFeO\textsubscript{3} system does not exhibit the ferroelectric ordering, but it orders magnetically into antiferromagnetic structure below $T_{N} = 643$ K [2]. In order to have a multiferroic material with high application potential, one has to ensure that both, ferroelectric and magnetic orderings occur at temperature higher than room temperature. Extrapolating from parent ErMnO\textsubscript{3} and ErFeO\textsubscript{3} compound we have expected that such a material can be found in the ErMn\textsubscript{1−x}Fe\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{3} substitutional system. For these reasons we have prepared the Fe-doped ErMnO\textsubscript{3} materials and examined their magnetic properties.

Nanopowders of ErMn\textsubscript{1−x}Fe\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{3} (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) were prepared by nitrate glycine method. The compounds crystallize in hexagonal structure for 0 ≤ x < 0.2 and in orthorhombic structure for 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 1. The co-existence of both, hexagonal and orthorhombic phase was observed in the concentration range 0.2 < x < 0.5. Since the multiferroicity was observed in the hexagonal phase, the magnetism was investigated for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.2 compounds. It was found that all compounds order magnetically at low temperatures, exhibiting hysteresis loops $[M(B)]$ at 2 K with very low coercivity field of 0.06 T; 0.04 T and 0.035 T and very low remnant magnetization of 0.18 $\mu_{B}$/f.u.; 0.1 $\mu_{B}$/f.u. and 0.08 $\mu_{B}$/f.u. for x = 0; 0.1 and 0.2 composition. The hysteresis loops do not saturate at magnetic field of $\mu_{0}H = 5$ T. No visible anomalies can be observed on $dM(T)/dT$ curves. Anomalies in $d^{2}M(T)/dT^{2}$ which we associate with magnetic phase transition, are located at 76.9 K 79.7 K and 82.4 K. All samples are paramagnetic at 150 K as proven from $M(B)$ loops at this temperature and the Curie-Weiss fit of the high temperature $M(T)$ curves indicate that the anomaly in $d^{2}M(T)/dT^{2}$ is connected with paramagnetic to weak ferromagnetic / canted antiferromagnetic phase transition.

Concluding, Neel temperature increases with iron doping, but it does not reach the room temperature within the concentration range of stable hexagonal crystal structure. The magnetic ordering phase transition is of higher order. Additional consequences and effects of the Mn-Fe doping in this system will be discussed within the conference contribution.
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This study investigates the magnetic properties of ZnFe$_2$O$_4$ thin films, emphasizing the impact of growth conditions on their ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spectra. Utilizing X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy, the films were analysed under different substrates, growth temperatures, and gas ambient. Key findings highlight variations in change in FMR line width, saturation magnetization, suggesting a significant influence of growth environments on magnetic behaviour. FMR spectroscopy study has been

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1:** Fig.1 a) FMR spectra of Zinc-ferrite films deposited on Al$_2$O$_3$ substrate at 500 °C in an argon environment, and b) The parallel line width ($\Delta H_{par}$) plotted against various $T_s$ (substrate temperature) and substrate types.
carried out at room temperature using a broad-band FMR set-up, with an excitation frequency varying from 3 to 18 GHz. For clarity, we have chosen to present data for specific GHz ranges. From the measurements obtained, we calculated the line width ($\Delta H$) and resonance field ($H_r$). It is important to highlight that the FMR signal exhibited greater strength in the argon environment in comparison with the oxygen environment. FMR spectroscopy provides valuable insights into crucial aspects like magnetic anisotropy, magnetic damping, and exchange interactions [1]. These insights are crucial for the development and optimization of spintronic devices [2], providing a deeper understanding of material properties under diverse conditions.
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The jumps detected in the single-peak and the double-peak GMI ratio dependences of glass-covered CoSiB microwires [1] have been identified as the complex shape pulses in a modified experiment of Sixtus and Tonks. The shape of the induced pulses is given by a combination of two processes: the irreversible movement of the single domain wall and the radial displacement of the transition region (90°-domain). The numerically calculated magnetic flux changes connected with the three characteristic pulses have shown that complex pulses of the 2. and 3. type are connected with the increase in the magnetic flux, which corresponds to 10% change in value compared to the pulse of 1. type. Finally, this change also proves our assumption that during the rapid onset of magnetization reversal in the soft ferromagnetic CoSiB microwires the combination of displacements of the two domain walls occurs.
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Shape memory Ni$_2$FeGa microwire is a potential material for micro-actuators [1]. One of the methods to demonstrate the actuator property of microwire could be provided by the joule heating method [2]. Interestingly, the micro-diameter ($r$) of shape memory microwire gives high electric resistance ($R$) wire following the specific electrical resistivity equation.

$$ R = \rho \frac{L}{\pi r^2} \quad (1) $$

The higher electric resistance will ensure sufficient heat to induce a phase transformation in the shape memory microwire. Modulation of the electric current in the form of a triangular signal is beneficial for analyzing the phase transformation behavior in the microwire, which can be confirmed by an in-situ diffraction experiment.

In this work, a sample with stable phase transformation was obtained from glass removal and heat-treated shape memory microwire. The heating current profile from the sample with 0.1 Hz triangular signal is presented in Fig. 1. The phase transformation between Martensite Phase and Parent Phase is estimated to be around 15 mA. Further measurements show that the microwire can have a million cycles of stable current for phase transformation and an observable phase transformation profile of up to 10 Hz of the triangular signal.

**Figure 1:** The heating current profile from the heat-treated shape memory microwire without glass coating with 0.1 Hz triangular signal.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT  This work was supported by Slovak VEGA 2/0086/22 and VEGA 1/0180/23.
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A MORPHOUS GLASS-COATED microwires are composite materials that consist of metallic core covered by a glass coating. It has been shown that the domain wall propagation in microwires is accompanied by induction of electric voltage at the ends of the wire [1] (Fig. 1a). It arises from a small circular component of the magnetization (Fig. 1a) that is introduced to microwires during their manufacturing process. Even though several studies [2] have been devoted to the origin of the induced voltage, it is still not clear how the voltage can be increased by tailoring of magnetic anisotropies.

In this paper, we performed several thermal treatments of microwires aiming at very high electrical voltage in microwires. In the first part of the experiment, the effect of a transverse magnetic field on the dynamics of the domain walls is analyzed. The transverse field has the most pronounced effect on the voltage induced by the domain wall pinning at the end of the microwire. Torsional annealing of microwires significantly increases the induced voltage at the ends of the microwire, with higher annealing temperatures causing a

Figure 1: a) Induced voltage is generated at the ends of the wire when the circular component of the magnetization changes. b) Dependence of $U_1$ and $U_2$ (voltage induced during DW depinning - square symbols, and pinning - triangular symbols) on the magnitude of the axial magnetic field at different torsional annealing temperatures.
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larger increase (Fig. 1b). Stress-annealing does not increase the voltage caused by the de-pin-ning and pinning of the domain wall at the ends of the microwire but increases it during its propagation. Measurements of hysteresis loops at multiple points along the microwire show that the domain structure varies along the microwire. The closure domain structure at the ends of the microwire results in a distinct difference in the shape of the loops compared to the rest of the microwire. This work contributes to a better understanding of the phenomena in microwires and to the optimization of their use in real-world applications.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT This work was supported by the Slovak Research and Development Agency under contract No. APVV-SK-FR-22-0016.
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Thermal Stability of Soft Magnetic Fe-based Alloy studied by In-situ High-Energy Synchrotron Radiation
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IRON BASED METALLIC GLASSES (MGs) exhibit superior soft magnetic properties such as a very low coercivity and power losses, a low magnetostriction and a high permeability [1]. Their magnetic properties can be further optimized by modification of post-processing conditions, such as temperature and duration of heat treatment. Structural characterization of MGs at the atomic level represents an ambitious task. The atomic arrangement in amorphous alloys is still not well understood compared with the well-defined long-range order in crystalline materials. Experimental methods like X-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy, small angle X-ray scattering, X-ray absorption spectroscopy and Mössbauer spectroscopy are usually applied for structural investigations of metallic glasses. However, all these experimental techniques suffer from limited brightness of the sources they use. This in turn implies rather low level of signal, which is inherent to highly disordered materials such as MGs. With the advent of 3rd generation synchrotron radiation sources and recent technological breakthroughs in photon detectors it is possible to

Figure 1: a) Series of structure factors $S(q)$ of the Vitroperm alloy acquired during constant rate heating in-situ experiment. b) Comparison of selected $S(q)$ in the vicinity of crystallization. Sharp peaks correspond to the Bragg reflections of Fe$_3$Si cubic phase.
Poster Presentations

acquire high-quality scattering data enabling quantitative study of local atomic structure of MGs. It has been recently demonstrated that the high energy X-ray scattering of synchrotron radiation can be used to track tiny structural changes in the structure of metallic glasses when exposed to thermal [2] or mechanical loading [3].

In this work we demonstrate the advantage of high-energy synchrotron radiation in studying changes in local atomic structure of Fe-based metallic glass (Vitroperm-800) induced by thermal loading. In the first part we present data obtained by thermally cycling the Vitroperm-800 alloy in the temperature region well below its crystallization temperature \( T_x \). Obtained data suggest irreversible structural changes which are fingerprint of amorphous structure relaxation. When performing constant rate (10 \(^\circ\)C/min) heating in-situ experiment from 20 up to 560 \(^\circ\)C, initially amorphous alloy undergoes crystallization at around \( T_x = 515(5) \) \(^\circ\)C, which is in perfect agreement with earlier results. Above crystallization temperature the Bragg peaks stemming from Fe\(_3\)Si cubic phase are clearly visible (see Fig.1). To quantitatively characterize the mean grain size of Fe\(_3\)Si nanocrystals as a function of temperature (above \( T_x \)) analysis based on pair distribution function (PDF) was employed. It turns out that PDF approach is robust, and growth of ultra small grains can be reliably detected in the early stages of nanocrystal formation.

Acknowledgement Vitroperm-800 alloy in the form of thin ribbon was kindly provided by Dr. G. Herzer from VACUUMSCHMELZE GmbH Hanau, Germany. This research was financially supported by a Slovak Scientific Grant Agency VEGA (project No. VEGA 1/0638/24).
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Annealing of amorphous Vitroperm-800 alloy in the form of thin ribbons under tensile stress is a very effective way of achieving huge value of magnetic anisotropy, which may well exceed the value of magneto-crystalline constant (8 kJ/m\textsuperscript{3}) of Fe-Si crystalline phase\cite{1}. As a result of such thermo-mechanical treatment, ribbons reveal perfectly linear hysteresis loop with constant slope (permeability) which can be controlled by applied stress. It has been shown in our recent work\cite{2} that such stress induced anisotropy (SIA) is because Fe\textsubscript{3}Si nanocrystalline grains growing in the tensile direction have a higher value of the lattice spacing as in case of transversal direction, where opposite behavior is seen. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the strain partitioning among different Bragg reflections of Fe\textsubscript{3}Si phase is not even, and the magnitude of the SIA for a given set of Bragg reflections \{hkl\} is inversely proportional to its Young’s modulus \(E_{hkl}\).

In this work the emphasis was placed at the study of relaxation process of SIA during thermal cycling. Nanocrystalline ribbons with different levels of SIA were prepared by annealing amorphous Fe\textsubscript{73.6}Cu\textsubscript{1}Nb\textsubscript{3}Si\textsubscript{15.5}B\textsubscript{6} alloy at two different stresses, i.e. 14 MPa and 0.85 MPa, respectively.

Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the relative magnitude |SIA| as determined for the (620) Bragg reflection of Fe\textsubscript{3}Si cubic phase.
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Temperature-time behavior of the SIA was recorded during in-situ XRD experiments when exposing specimen to thermal cycling (20 → 550 → 100 → 550°C). In-situ XRD experiments were done at the P02.1 beamline of the PETRA III synchrotron storage ring at DESY in Hamburg, Germany. It was found that the relaxation process starts with an increase in the values of SIA across all Bragg reflections of Fe₃Si cubic phase. After reaching temperature of 400°C magnitude of the SIA tends to decrease with temperature increasing up to 500°C (see Fig.1). Following cooling down to 100°C and heating back to 500°C yield, within an experimental error, similar behaviors. Similar trends, however with different magnitudes of SIA, are observed for all Bragg reflections of Fe₃Si cubic phase.

Acknowledgement Vitroperm-800 alloy in the form of thin ribbon was kindly provided by Dr. G. Herzer from VACUUMSCHMELZE GmbH Hanau, Germany. This research was financially supported by a Slovak Scientific Grant Agency VEGA (project No. VEGA 1/0638/24).
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One of the practical applications of pulsed magnetic fields (PMF) is in magnetother-apy systems. These systems often generate low-frequency PMF for non-invasive therapy of muscles or bones. Some PMF system manufacturers use commercial teslameters with a Hall probe to measure the generated amplitude of the magnetic flux density \( B_m \). However, the traceability and accuracy measurements of \( B_m \) of PMF using a Hall probe is an issue. There are papers describing methods using various types of search coils or pick-up coils with a digital oscilloscope or a DAQ device [1] for this kind of measurement, but they offer no stated traceability or detailed uncertainty analysis. Integration of the induced voltage pulse using an integrator is needed in order to calculate the measured value of \( B_m \). A method using a special PCB search coil [2] with a digital oscilloscope has been developed at CMI. The method has been tested on pulse magnetic field signals (Fig. 1) with repeating frequencies of 40 Hz and 140 Hz (generated \( B_m \) value of about 2 mT and about 12 mT). This method can be used without using an integrator, and the \( B_m \) value is determined directly from the sampled pulse parameters. However, the expanded uncertainty value of the measurement is quite high (about 40% in the worst case for a \( B_m \) value of about 2 mT using a DSO-X 4024A oscilloscope). A comparison was performed between the use of an 8-bit (DSO-X 4024A) and a 16-bit (PicoScope 5444D) digital oscilloscope. Further, the method was improved using a 3458A digital multimeter as a digitizer, which significantly reduced the expanded uncertainty of the measurement (about 3% for a \( B_m \) value of about

Figure 1: Example of the PMF waveform - induced voltage from the PCB search coil at 40 Hz.
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The measurement results obtained using the 3458A multimeter were compared to the results obtained using digital oscilloscopes and also with measurements obtained by various teslameters with Hall probes. A description will be presented of the method, the results and a detailed uncertainty analysis using digital oscilloscopes and a 3458A multimeter.
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Analysis of PHMR Sensor Characteristics Affected by Applied Current and Measurement Direction using Multi-Electrode Switch System
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RECENTLY, MAGNETIC SENSORS are being used in various applications such as autonomous vehicles and IoT. For the application of such magnetic sensors, the consistent performance of sensors is important. In particular, Planar Hall Magneto Resistance (PHMR) sensors have high signal sensitivity and low offset characteristics. However, it shows indiscriminately different offset characteristics during the sensor manufacturing stage. This study investigated the characteristics of the offset voltage and the phase of the characteristic curve in a NiFe/IrMn bilayer structure PHMR sensor, which vary depending on the direction of current application and voltage measurement. By applying an analytical method, we separated the sensor signal to classify the offset voltage characteristics unrelated to magnetoresistance and offset voltage characteristics caused by changes in the magnetoresistance phase. We also analyzed the ratio between signals with AMR characteristics and signals with PHMR characteristics affected by phase changes, as well as changes in sensitivity characteristics of the magnetic sensor. As a result, when the current application direction and voltage measurement direction were adjusted to specific conditions,

Figure 1: A multi-electrode PHMR sensor consisting of 16 electrodes was used to control the directions of the applied current and the measured voltage according to the electrode setting using a switching system to check the sensor characteristics affected by the current distribution area, density and direction, and voltage measurement direction.
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the output voltage and sensitivity increased. These findings are expected to have implications for optimizing sensor design and manufacturing processes and improving sensor performance.

Acknowledgement This paper is funded by the government (Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy) in 2023. This study was conducted with the support of the National Institute of Industrial Technology Evaluation and Management.
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The shear force sensor developed in this study has pressure insensitivity, high sensitivity, and bi-directional measurements, and it was fabricated on a flexible substrate. This sensor was fabricated by applying a polymer based pillar structure to the Planar Hall Magnetoresistance (PHMR) sensing element. The column structure was placed on the PHMR sensing element to minimize the effect of normal force and improve the sensor's ability to detect shear force. Signal monitoring has been simplified to enable precise and accurate measurements. The sensitivity of this sensor is 500 times greater than its normal force sensitivity, providing evidence of accurate shear force measurements. The sensor exhibits non-hysteretic behavior and excellent repeatability, confirming its reliability and stability. By utilizing the sensor’s characteristics for shear force measurement, we demonstrate its suitability for practical experiments such as flow velocity measurement and Braille recognition. The shear force sensor that consistently perform well in various environments show potential for fields such as AI robots, wearable devices, and medical equipment that require precise control and sensing.
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Utilizing Bistable Glass-coated Microwires for Deformation Monitoring of Metal Structural Members
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Measuring changes in physical quantities without direct contact is still challenging in sensor applications. Especially in the case of structural member monitoring, it is quite difficult to substitute conventional electrical strain gauges with contactless technology. A promising solution can be found in magnetically bistable glass-coated microwires. The small dimensions of microwires make it possible to attach them to different kinds of materials or even embed them in nonmetallic materials. The presented experimental approach of contactless monitoring is composed of two basic elements. The first element is the bistable glass-coated microwire, which can be considered as the passive part. The second part, also known as the active segment, is made of two coils - an excitation coil and a sensing coil. While the excitation coil generates an AC magnetic field necessary for the microwire’s magnetic reversal process (excitation of the microwire), the sensing coil is used to capture the signal from the microwire. Since the microwire is sensitive to the applied mechanical stress, it can be used for contactless deformation monitoring [1].

Moreover, the magnetically bistable character of the glass-coated microwire allows the separation of the influence of additional parasitic external magnetic field from the deflection measurement. Because of that, the presented approach is suitable for contactless deformation monitoring of metallic materials with a ferromagnetic nature and in conditions with additional external magnetic field influence [2].
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Magnetic refrigeration is a non-conventional cooling method providing environmentally friendly and more efficient cooling. One of the main advantages of magnetocaloric cooling is the scalability of the used material to the required application. On the other hand, decreasing the size will naturally cause a reduction of cooling power which may be solved by using higher magnetic field changes. Such a solution brings even more disadvantages—high energy consumption.

In this work, we would like to present different methods how to deal with high energy consumption employing shape anisotropy of the microwire sample. Microwire’s fabrication process immediately provides strong shape anisotropy of the material with an easy magnetisation axis in the microwire’s axis and a hard magnetisation axis perpendicular to the microwire. Indirect magnetic measurements were employed to study the magnetocaloric effect of Heusler glass-coated microwire Ni\textsubscript{53}Fe\textsubscript{20}Ga\textsubscript{27}. The rotation of the sample does not have a significant influence on the magnetocaloric effect in high magnetic field changes. However, observed behaviour in low magnetic field changes opens new avenues for practical applications.

\textbf{Figure 1:} Comparison of magnetocaloric effect in low (left) and high (right) magnetic field change for studied microwire in parallel and perpendicular position with respect to the applied magnetic field.
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possibilities on how to utilise magnetocaloric cooling in real applications, since the magnetocaloric effect measured in the hard axis is negligible compared to the magnetocaloric effect of the sample placed in parallel with the applied magnetic field. This opens the possibility of using the sample’s rotation in a low static magnetic field for cooling.
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The magnetoelectric (ME) effect is promising and has been studied for several applications: magnetic sensors [1], current sensors [2], energy harvesting [3] and wireless energy transmission. The extrinsic ME effect is preferred to the intrinsic one for these applications, requiring a magnetostrictive material mechanically coupled to a piezoelectric material. Current sensors based on extrinsic magnetoelectric effect have great potential with strong sensibilities, low cost, and easy fabrication. There are few studies on this kind of sensor, and they are mainly oriented toward the obtention of a great ME effect in ideal conditions [4] (lab environment, 50Hz sinus signal without electrostatic perturbation).

The current sensor presented here is obtained by inserting a trilayer Ni/PZT/Ni ME sample in a toric flux concentrator associated with permanent magnets to apply the required DC bias to obtain the best ME response. Nickel’s 150 µm thickness layers are electrodeposited on a PZT square with a 4 × 5 mm² surface and 0.5 mm thickness. An amplifier with a bandwidth from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and a maximum current of 25 A is used for the tests. A winding of 24 turns is made around the toric flux concentrator to obtain a maximum current equivalent to 600 A turns. The current dynamic is studied, and a 300 A turns dynamic can be obtained if, for example, a maximum THD of 3% is required. This sensor aims at power electronics applications. Thus, it requires studying the sensor response to specific current waveforms that could excite mechanical resonances and thus disturb the measure. When a square current of 1 kHz is applied, these resonance frequencies are excited, impacting the sensor bandwidth. A mechanical damping is proposed to limit this impact, using polyurethane mixed with tungsten powder to coat the ME sample. The results are encouraging because the resonance amplitude is reduced by a factor of 6, improving the sensor’s bandwidth. In power electronics applications, the sensor will be subjected to electrostatic disturbances, and it is necessary to study its immunity toward them. Thus, the sensor is tested in an electrical field-controlled environment. An electronic based-on-charge preamplifier connected in differential mode strongly reduces these disturbances.
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High Accuracy Vehicle Speed Estimation Using Dual-Axis Magnet-Impedance Sensors
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With the rapid development of automated driving, real-time vehicle speed estimation can assist in monitoring road traffic condition and predicting change in traffic volume. Direct transmission of detected traffic information to vehicles in real-time is referred to as Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication, which is essential in automated driving. Magnetic sensor technology, due to its low cost, compact size, strong anti-interference capability, and absence of privacy concerns, is being utilized in new-generation vehicle detection [1]. The prevailing method for speed estimation mainly relies on the time difference between data from at least two sets of sensors as a reference. The simplest in-

Figure 1: Using the maximum value differential method for speed estimation.
stantaneous speed calculation model can be summarized as $v = l/\Delta t$, where $l$ is the distance between sensors, and the $\Delta t$ is time difference of the maximums of two waveforms.

In this study, we utilized 2-axis Magneto-Impedance (MI) sensors for estimate vehicle speed [2]. We placed MI sensors on the side of the road to reduce the interference of vehicle body. An analysis of issues causing a decrease in accuracy has been conducted as shown in Fig.1. Due to interference caused by the structure of the vehicle, the maximum value of the waveform may shift, leading to significant errors in speed calculation. We proposed bandpass filter (0.1-50 Hz) and moving average ($n=1500$) to filter the noise. The dashed line represents the waveform smoothed by a moving average with $n=1500$, where it can be observed that deviations caused by noise are eliminated, enabling more precise calculation of instantaneous speed. This method achieved 97 % average accuracy in speed estimation ($\pm 3$ km/h) with sensor spacing of 1.6 m. Additionally, we proposed a speed estimation method based on frequency domain features, validating the feasibility of speed estimation with a single sensor.
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Many materials and machines that may pose a real risk of catastrophe due to fatigue wear, exceeding stress limits or the appearance of plastic deformation are magnetic. In addition, there is a constant trend indicating the need to develop methods towards the technology of detecting early stages of damage, which is possible thanks to the use of magnetic methods [1]. However, due to the variety and complexity of the magnetomechanical effects, it is difficult to identify quantitative measures that can precisely define diagnostic thresholds for specific magnetic signals.

Both quantitative and qualitative changes of the object magnetization status are coupled with thermal, electrical and mechanical effects in the structure. Complex, multiparametric non-linear relations between chemical composition, physical structure, stresses and magnetization of the material can be observed under test. Required for analysis and interpretation of such multiple interrelations and non-linear actions, are suitable models which would highlight the most effective reactions (phenomena). Therefore, the publication analyzed near yield area in construction steel on the behavior of magnetomechanical phenomena. For this purpose, the test stand was built, that is able to analyze the magnetic characteristics of samples that are simultaneously subjected to tensile stresses. The specimens were stretched with full control on strain in the material. In the experiment a customized measurement device (MagMouse) which consisted of a matrix of three-axis magnetoresistive sensors was used.

The obtained results indicate new possibilities of describing and modelling phenomena that better describe the observed reality. Along with the new description of physical interactions, new methods of measuring and analyzing the magnetic signal were pre-
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...presented, both in terms of elastic and plastic loads. In both cases, changes in the mechanical properties of the material, taking into account near yield area of the steel, result in changes in the magnetic properties, mainly magnetization and magnetic permeability of the material. The results of the research indicate tips on how to conduct the experiment, considering rolling direction of steel, to find diagnostic information.
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Fluxgate sensors exhibit the highest sensitivity among the magnetic sensors for detecting d.c. or low frequency a.c. magnetic fields in the \( \mu T \) range and below. Typically, in a basic fluxgate sensor, the information about the magnetic field is extracted from either the amplitude of the induced signal or the higher-order harmonics of the excitation signal. Another alternative is to extract the field information from the residence times difference (RTD) of the induced signal peaks. However, to achieve well-defined sharp peaks in the induced signal, it is essential for the core material to possess both high magnetic permeability and fast magnetic switching capabilities. Among such materials, glass-coated microwires exhibiting large Barkhausen effect are promising for the advancement of RTD sensors. Recently, a novel technique for switching the axial magnetization in bistable glass-coated microwires has been introduced [1]: a current passing through a magnetic microwire under controlled torsion.

**Figure 1:** The RTD sensor transfer curves measured for microwires with \( \Phi = 20 \mu m \) and different compositions.
In this work, we present the development of the new RTD magnetic sensor, which eliminates the need for an excitation coil. The sensor consists of a soft magnetic glass-coated microwire surrounded by a pick-up coil, and an electronic system with multiple roles: to generate the excitation signal, to process the pick-up signal and to display the measured results. The sensor output signals for 3 representative categories of glass coated microwires – positive magnetostrictive amorphous Fe$_{77.5}$Si$_{13.5}$B$_{15}$, low positive magnetostrictive nanocrystalline Fe$_{72.5}$Si$_{13.5}$B$_{15}$Cu$_1$Nb$_1$, and nearly zero magnetostrictive amorphous Co$_{68.18}$Fe$_{31.82}$Si$_{12.25}$B$_{15}$ – used as sensitive elements are presented in Fig. 1. Our experiments demonstrate that annealed Co-based glass-coated microwires fluxgate sensor exhibits improved linearity in the transfer function and lower noise levels compared with Fe-based ones.

This sensor holds potential for applications across various domains, including digital compasses, parking sensors, magnetometers, and other detection systems that integrate magnetic sensors. Its compact design and enhanced performance make it a valuable addition to the field of magnetic sensing technology.

Acknowledgement Financial support from the MCID Nucleu (PN 2311 01 01 – Contract #18 N/2023) Program is highly acknowledged.
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Temperature Stability of Giant Magnetoimpedance Effect in Tensile Stress-Annealed VITROVAC® 6025 ISO Ribbon
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CO-RICH AMORPHOUS RIBBONS with nearly zero magnetostriction are well known for their outstanding giant magnetoimpedance (GMI) sensor characteristics [1,2]. However, their relatively low Currie temperature can be a disadvantage for their application at elevated temperatures.

In this work, the effects of temperature on magnetoimpedance response were investigated in stress annealed commercial amorphous VITROVAC® 6025 ISO ribbons. As-quenched ribbons were subjected to tensile stress annealing at 700 MPa and 350°C in order to induce transversal magnetic anisotropy, thereby enhancing the GMI sensitivity of the material. We utilized a specially designed set-up based on the impedance analyzer, which allowed us to measure the sample's impedance up to 250°C. Temperature stability of GMI during keeping the sample at 100°C, 150°C and 200°C was monitored for different times up to 10 hours. For the sake of comparison, the GMI characteristics were also collected at room temperature after each high temperature measurement. The evaluated ∆Z/Z ratios and field sensitivities η of GMI taken at 100 and 150°C showed only negligible changes during entire 10 hour time monitoring. On the other hand, a small continuous decrease of induced anisotropy field is observed after keeping the sample at 200°C up to 4 hours (Fig. 1). Possible mechanisms behind the observed GMI changes as well as the application potential of stress annealed VITROVAC® 6025 amorphous ribbons for use in magnetic sensors at elevated temperatures will be briefly discussed.

Figure 1: ∆Z/Z ratios and field sensitivities η of VITROVAC® 6025 ISO measured at frequency 10 MHz after keeping the sample at 200°C for different time.
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With the increasing communication needs in harsh environments such as underground, submarine or biological tissues where communications methods with radiofrequency (RF) waves are very difficult, the magnetic communication methods, in which the message is transmitted via the magnetic field, are drawing more and more attention. The advantage is the ability of magnetic field to penetrate all non-magnetic materials.

In a magnetic communication system, a sensor is placed in the receiver side to capture the modulated magnetic signal from the transmitter. In a conventional system, the used sensors (coil) are based on the magnet induction principle (Fig.1a) [1]. However, the sensitivity of this type of sensor decreases when the working frequency is relatively low (typically a few tens of kilohertz) and when the size of the coil decreases (in mobile applications). In these conditions, it is relevant to consider other types of magnetic sensors for these communication systems. In this paper, we investigate the possibility of using a Giant Magneto-impedance (GMI) sensor for magnetic communication (Fig.1b).

The main objective of this work is to compare the sensitivity of this GMI sensor and the conventional coil according to several considerations such as the working frequency and the size of the coil. The underlying idea is to determine the conditions under which the use of the GMI sensor exhibits advantage. This comparison is based on the calculation and the measurement of the intrinsic sensitivities of both sensors. The sensitivity of a coil is a function of a variety of parameters including its radius $r$, the working frequency $f$ and the number $n$ of turns of the coil, etc. Assuming that the receiving coil is "relatively small", the sensitivity can be expressed as:

$$ S_{coil} = 2nf\pi^2r^2 $$

(1)

Figure 1: Communication system with induction-based receiver and GMI based receiver.
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Meanwhile the sensitivity of a given GMI sensor could be considered as independent of the frequency (until some limit defined by the electronic conditioning and the frequency of the excitation of the GMI element). If we fix two parameters among the three parameters \((n, f, r)\) of the coil, it possible to calculate the upper (or lower) limit for the third parameter beyond which a GMI sensor exhibits better sensitivity. For example, this kind of calculation shows that a coil with \(n = 10\) turns and a working frequency \(f = 60\) kHz will be less sensitive than a typical high sensitivity GMI sensor (with sensitivity of about 700 kV/T) when the radius of the coil is smaller than 24 cm.

The equivalent magnetic noise expressed in \(T/\sqrt{Hz}\) is another important quantity to be compared. It determines the smallest magnetic field that sensors could measure by multiplying it with the square root of the bandwidth. This smallest field will define the maximum communication range that could be achieved. These comparisons aspects will be detailed in the full paper.
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Construction of a digital lock-in amplifier [1] specifically designed for fluxgate sensor testing is presented together with first results. The instrument is based on a low-noise, multi-stage, fully-differential, analog front-end \((G = 0.1 - 100 \times)\), followed by 1 MSa/s, 20-bit, SAR-ADC (LTC2378) for high dynamic range. All necessary digital signal processing is done within a Cyclone V FPGA. Excitation signal for the fluxgate sensor is derived internally as well as the reference signal for sine table read-out (using 25-100 sine-wave samples per period of the fluxgate output signal at 2 \(f_{\text{exc}}\)). The instrument currently supports several fixed excitation frequencies in the range of \(f_{\text{exc}} = 5 \text{ to } 20 \text{ kHz}\) and H-bridge amplitudes \((5 \text{ to } 15 \text{ V})\) for excitation current tuning. Digital multiplier output signal is filtered using FIR filter (900 taps, >100 dB attenuation at 5 kHz) and decimated to 1 kSa/s for further processing (averaged PSD calculation) in the computer. In order to allow complete closed loop testing of the fluxgate sensors the device is equipped with a 20-bit R2R DAC (DAC11001A) driven voltage-to-current converter. The resolution of the DAC is enhanced to 26-bits by \(\Delta \Sigma\) modulation technique (digital resolution increase from 125 pT to 2 pT for \(\pm 65 \mu T\) Full Scale range). In closed feedback mode, the instrument essentially forms a single-axis digital magnetometer [2], but with an ability to adapt to many different sensor types due to variable excitation and amplification settings. First measurements indicate comparable noise results to measurements done with SR830 (3.5 pT/√Hz at 1 Hz for a race-track fluxgate sensor, 16 kHz \(f_{\text{exc}}\)). Fig. 1 shows the noise-floor for different input amplifier settings.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the lock-in based test setup (left), measured race-track fluxgate sensor noise and noise-floor for several input amplifier gain options (right).
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(for fluxgate sensor excitation disconnected). At 1 Hz the noise floor was below the measured sensor noise even for the lowest amplification setting (0.1 ×).
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The development of steel stress coupons, including an amount of residual stresses up to the yield point has been proven useful for the development of the Magnetic Stress Calibration (MASC) Curves [1]. These coupons were developed by autogenous welding in different types of steels in order to compare surface and bulk residual stresses determined by X-ray diffraction in the Bragg – Brentano set-up and nuclear diffraction respectively with magnetic properties in the same volume and direction. A new principle of developing new steel stress coupons is presented in this paper, related to the induction heating and consequent water or oil quenching of the heated steel, keeping the steel coupon pressed to avoid stress-induced bending. This way the residual stress profile includes similar maxima and minima, corresponding to stresses approaching the yield point. The advantage of these new coupons is the ease of manufacturing and the fact that phase transformations are less than for the case of welding. The technology is repeatable, thus allowing for successful interlaboratory tests.
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Our group has experimented in the past with development of contactless position sensors suitable for retrofitting to pneumatic actuators – i.e. piston position sensing [1,2]. The proposed advantage was AC-operation enabling use of synchronous detection and suppression of noise (including DC). Excitation at low frequency (<100 Hz) made possible measurement through aluminum sheath (piston barrel) without internal permanent magnet fixed to movable piston. An array of external fluxgate magnetometers (Texas Instruments DRV425) monitors the response to excitation from internal metallic target (aluminum piston and ferrous piston rod).

While results with axial-excitation model were promising [2], the radial-excitation design achieved only moderate level of accuracy [1]. The approach published in [1] utilized simple position estimation options: i) finding the sensor with maximum signal or ii) calculation of weighted average from two sensors with strongest signal or iii) least-square fitting to known response function of single magnetometer. The reported position errors were ±15 mm, ±5 mm and ±2 mm, respectively [1]. However, with modified data processing approach, improved positioning results are achievable. For illustration, data from only three sensors in the larger array are shown here. With variable piston position z, the raw magnetic field data are shown in Fig. 1a and the corresponding gradients (differences from magnetometer pairs 30 mm apart) in Fig. 1b.

The gradient curves are piecewise monotonic and approximately linear near zero-crossing. Within each segment of array, the appropriate pair of sensors is selected as source of signal based on the relative signal strength (amplitude). The gradient can then be recalculated into position estimation. Achieved position error level was ±1 mm using polynomial approximation of 3rd order. Early results indicate potential for further improvement.

Figure 1: Three channels of raw data (a) and corresponding gradients (b) with “linear” parts.
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improvement could possibly be achieved with additional processing of another (perpendicular) component of measured response field.
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AMR magnetometers are used in many applications where low power consumption is desired, particularly in space applications [1] where it is one of the crucial parameters. Although fluxgate/optically pumped magnetometers dominate the space industry due to their ultralow-noise, AMRs are increasingly used if the roughly 100-fold increase of noise is not an issue, as they are miniature, lightweight, solid state and readily available (off-the-shelf) [2].

In this work, we propose a novel method for reducing power consumption while maintaining good precision/low noise of the instrument. For the best precision and stability, AMR magnetometer almost always utilizes feedback compensation and so-called flipping (set/reset) technique. Both greatly increase power consumption. Flipping power consumption can be reduced by utilizing ultrashort pulses [2] generated by MOSFET H-bridge instead of traditional capacitor coupled half bridge. Closed loop magnetic field compensation leads to great improvement in linearity of magnetometer and its temperature stability of sensitivity. However, in many applications, measured magnetic field is steady and its variation is slow or with only occasional fast perturbations. The same applies also for temperature of magnetometer itself. In our contribution, we propose a method where we switch from open-loop operation into feedback (closed-loop) only when necessary. With a fast feedback-loop settling, power consumption can be greatly reduced: on tested magnetometer with HMC1021, compensation in closed loop requires approx. 100 mW for steadily compensating 50 µT field, but only 10 mJ per correction measurement. Proposed algorithm uses three input variables to decide if “calibration” measurement with closed loop is

![Figure 1](https://doi.org/10.33542/EMSA-0340-1)

**Figure 1:** a) Response of algorithm to rising magnetic field. b) Linearity comparison (algorithm, OL, CL).
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necessary - namely: change in temperature, change in magnetic field and time elapsed from last calibration. After closed-loop “calibration” is performed, open-loop measurement is used as an additional $\Delta B$ to the last closed loop absolute measurement. In Fig. 1a, a slowly rising magnetic field was applied, algorithm action can be seen as a correction (when $\Delta B > 1 \mu T$). Impact on linearity of magnetometer using proposed algorithm can be seen in Fig. 1b (where criterium for calibration is set to $\Delta B > 5 \mu T$).
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This study is dedicated to the theoretical investigation and practical application of amorphous glass-coated microwires as pressure sensors in the automotive industry. These materials, characterized by a non-crystalline structure, offer a wide range of unique properties, making them attractive for numerous technological applications, including use in sensory systems.

Based on experimental measurements and analyses, amorphous glass-coated microwires have proven to be effective and reliable solutions for pressure measurement in automotive systems. In this study, we demonstrate the dependency signal of glass-coated microwires on the changing pressure inside the braking hose. The findings of this work, including the monotonic dependency (Fig. 1) of the pressure sensor on the amorphous glass-coated microwire, open new perspectives for the use of amorphous microwires in the field of pressure sensing and their sensor applications in various industrial sectors.

Figure 1: Dependence of $t_1 + t_2$ on pressure change.
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N THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY, ensuring the highest quality of welded components is vital for safety and meeting end-user expectations. Current quality control (QC) practices in welding operations primarily rely on mechanical inspection and reactive procedures. To enhance QC efficiency and anticipate quality issues without destructive testing, it is necessary to apply non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques.

This paper explores the application of Eddy Current Testing (ECT), an NDT technique to QC arc stud welding, a process used to join screws/studs to metal plates. This process might create several defects like weld voids, cracks, and porosity which can be detected earlier. ECT, a contactless electromagnetic technique induces and measures electrical currents within conductive materials. Variations in conductivity, often caused by defects, are detected through changes in the induced currents. ECT capability at identifying surface and near-surface defects that escape visual inspection, makes it a valuable tool for comprehensive welding QC.

This work uses a magneto-resistive (MR) differential-based eddy current probe, offering superior spatial resolution, sensitivity, and bandwidth compared to conventional inductive probes. Employing the differential heterodyne technique, the aim is to optimize the magnetic field response’s relative variation while minimizing the impact of inductive coupling on the measured signal. The detection employs two identical MR sensors with a 1 mm pitch, each featuring an array of 26 magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs)

![Figure 1: Weld photograph (a) and magnitude and phase scan (b).](image-url)
in series, with dimensions of $100 \times 100 \ \text{µm}^2$. A scan image of a weld alongside the photograph (Fig. 1) highlights the capability to accurately identify the weld region under specific parameters: $0.5 \ \text{App}$ stimulation line at $2 \ \text{kHz}$ and a sensor bias of $300 \ \text{mVpp}$ at $25 \ \text{kHz}$.

This paper focuses on understanding the scans conducted over real automotive welds. Starting with the analysis of identical plates containing machined buried defects at different distances from the scan surface, ranging from $0.1$ up to $0.4 \ \text{mm}$. The aim is to comprehend the probe’s response to these defects, thereby enabling the recognition in actual welds. Throughout this process, COMSOL models were fine-tuned to aid in and validate weld imaging. This research contributes to advancements in NDT by demonstrating the effectiveness of an ECT probe design for welding QC.
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A new experiment is presented (Fig. 1) for studying the dynamics of a single domain wall (DW) driven by an alternating magnetic field. The bistable cylindrical glass-coated microwire is placed in a system of four coaxial coils. One pair of coils in Helmholtz geometry (HC) in parallel combination allows the whole wire to be axially magnetized. This pair of coils in antiparallel combination provides the possibility of creating a single DW in the place of the local zero field. As long as this magnetic field remains active, the created DW is located in an artificial potential well. The alternating sinusoidal magnetic (AC) field with angular frequency $\Omega$ generated by the magnetizing coil (MC) causes DW to start oscillating. The voltage induced due to the wall oscillation is measured through the pick-up coil (PuC) connected to the lock-in amplifier (LI). The parameters of the entire system of coils were optimized in order to prevent the possible influence of resonance effects in the range of measured frequencies. Using this experimental set-up, two types of measurement of the induced voltage can be performed: firstly as a function of the angular frequency (in the frequency range from 30 kHz to 600 kHz), and secondly as a function of the amplitude of the alternating field. These measurements were carried out without the wire and with the wire in the coil system in two cases, first without a DW and then with a single DW in the wire. The dependences without wire and with wire but without DW were identical, which made it possible to obtain a signal from the DW oscillation alone.

Figure 1: Experimental set-up.
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Analysis of the measured dependences of the induced voltage versus AC magnetic field amplitude revealed the amplitudes of the critical current when the DW left the region inside the pick-up coil for various frequencies. We then performed measurements without an artificial potential well in order to verify the validity of the DW oscillation model in a local potential well. Based on the measured results, it seems that this model does not describe the observed behaviour correctly. This is probably due to excessive DW axial length.
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This study focuses on the validation of the probe used in the Near Field Scan (NFS) assessment of electric vehicles (EVs). The validation includes the evaluation of the antenna factor (AF) of the probe: the ratio of the induced voltage to the product of the magnetic field strength and the number of turns as well as the effective area in the loop, the selectivity, the sensitivity and the noise.

Precise measurements in a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) cell require comprehensive knowledge of the field distribution in the cell. This paper presents the configuration and procedure of a measurement to generate the distribution of electromagnetic fields in TEM cells appropriate for a loop probe and its effective behavior. The measurement data for 3 axes are obtained for the loop probe in a frequency range from 10 MHz to 1000 MHz using a Vector Network Analyzers (VNA), as shown in Fig. 1a. From measured transmission coefficient $S_{21}$, the antenna factor is calculated by

$$F_{\text{AF}} \left[ \left( \frac{A}{m} \right) V \right] = \frac{H_{\text{TEM}}}{V_{\text{out}}} = \sqrt{\frac{S_{21}}{Z_0}} = \frac{1}{S_{21}} \frac{1}{Z_0}$$

The results show a strong agreement with the theoretical calculations, especially at high frequencies. The antenna factor (AF) for the position shows slight variations, which is to

Figure 1: a) Measurement Configuration In A TEM Cell. b) Magnetic Loop probe Antenna factor as a function of the frequency.
be expected as the wavelength approaches the size of the loop probe at such frequencies. This results in the influence of the orientation of the probe and the effective loop circumference, as shown in Fig. 1b.

We arrange the investigated probes in two different directions within the cell and quantify the transmission parameter $S_{21}$ in all scenarios. In a first orientation, the probe is positioned so that the surface of the loop is perpendicular to the $Y$-axis; in the second, as can be seen, the probe is rotated 90 degrees around the $Z$–axis, the measurement is totally changed with respect to the theoretical calculation.
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In this contribution we present development of a device and means of establishing low magnetic fields (<1 nT), such as a remanence in a magnetic shield. In a previous development [1], we used a rotating AMR magnetometer for establishing and maintaining near-zero field in a coil system, where rotation enables suppression of the inherent sensor offset and its drift without frequent recalibrations. However, the AMR system suffered from the elevated noise (>100 pT/√Hz @ 1 Hz), limiting its practical use for fields smaller than 1 nT. We thus decided to use the fundamental mode orthogonal fluxgate [2] (1 pT/√Hz @ 1 Hz) for the improved version of the device.

Left section of Fig. 1 shows the custom magnetometer with 24-bit ADC, ±2 µT range and wireless data transfer. Board provides excitation and demodulation of a 60 mm long magnetic wire sensor with 2 pT/√Hz @ 1 Hz noise. The magnetometer is rotated along its axis at roughly 60 RPM using a rotational platform made out of non-magnetic components, an aluminum shaft and externally mounted stepper motor. The residual field amplitude and phase (direction in rotational plane) can be obtained either after secondary synchronous demodulation or sinusoidal fitting in post-processing.

Figure 1: (left) Magnetometer and rotation assembly. (right) Magnetic shielding residual field height profile and its 3D view for different orientation of the shielding in respect to Earth’s magnetic field.
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We have surveyed the residual magnetic field in a one meter tall 6-layer permalloy magnetic shield. The low internal remanence is important not only for sensor calibrations but also for annealing of OFM sensors [2]. The vertical profile is seen in the middle section of Fig. 1. There are basically two spots of low field (<1nT): at the height of 325 mm and below 100 mm from the bottom of the innermost layer. The higher position, however, has a disadvantage of rapid change of vector orientation.
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This study explores developing and applying a linear position sensor leveraging bistable microwire technology. Bistable microwires offer a unique advantage in sensor design because they can detect multiple physical quantities with high sensitivity through simple electronic configurations. It is even possible to separate the external magnetic field's contribution, which opens up the opportunity to measure in various magnetic environments.

Using all the advantages of bistable microwire, it is possible to design a linear position sensor with high resolution. The core of this measurement system relies on the bistable microwire, excited by an alternating magnetic field generated by an excitation coil. The microwire response signal is subsequently captured by a sensing coil, which is processed by an STM32 microcontroller.

With the presented unique approach, it is possible to transfer the linear position of the piston into the switching time and obtain high sensitivity down to 1 µm, representing a very high resolution. Additionally, it was found that the device is resistant to temperature effects, giving it an advantage over other linear displacement sensors.

**ACKNOWLEDGEMENT** This work was partially supported by Slovak Grant Agencies VEGA 1/0053/19 and APVV-16-0079.

**Figure 1:** Theoretical current and magnetic field strength characterization depends on the distance (left), and the real characteristic of the switching time depends on the distance (right).
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The position sensors are widely used in various industrial applications. The sensors with linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) configuration are the most common position transducers because of their cost-effective and simple structure and straightforward operation. LVDT position sensors are used in robotics, automation, manufacturing and machining processes, automatic valves, and the automotive and aviation industries.

Conventional LVDT position sensors have cylindrical structure with solenoidal coils and moving part and the moving part or armature is a ferromagnetic cylinder. However, the cylindrical LVDT sensors cannot be used for applications, where the armature and the coils must be physically separated. Flat-tape LVDT position sensors [1,2] are alternatives to the cylindrical LVDT sensors, which have more mechanical feasibility for the position measurement. However, achieving high linearity in flat-type position sensors is more challenging.

A novel structure of flat-type position sensors is presented in this paper. Fig. 1 presents the magnetic flux distribution in the 2D model of the proposed position sensor. The sensor has a long excitation coil, and two differentially connected pickup coils wound around a long-length cuboid Ferrite core. The armature is a short-length cuboid Ferrite core. The pickup coils are optimized to enhance the linearity range of the LVDT position sensor. 2D and 3D finite element methods (FEM) are utilized for the design optimization of the position sensor. Finally, detailed measurements are conducted to evaluate the linearity improvement in the optimized flat-type position sensor.

Figure 1: Magnetic flux distribution in the 2D model of the linear position sensor.
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Today adhesive technology is of particular importance in different industrial sectors, for example in automotive industry or in aerospace technology [1]. In building industry adhesive technology is often used to avoid punctual transmissions of power. Glued glass elements in constructional engineering are only one example of application. However, the adhesive joint is subject of an ageing process affecting the quality and the durability of the adhesive joint. Therefore, an appropriate monitoring is essential in respect of adhesive joints. Micro wire sensors are miniaturized magnetic contactless sensors of physical quantities [2,3]. Micro wires are made of metallic alloy core and glass coating. Their size, high added value, robustness, simple production process and also their symmetry, glass-coating, possibility of contactless sensing leads to their utilization as a miniaturized sensor with a wide range of applications. Continuous monitoring that provides accurate data not only helps with identification of real-time material properties but also contributes to maintenance planning and reducing risk of future disasters. [3] The most important thing is that micro wires can provide measurements from inside of adhesive bond.

This work provides an analysis of the measurement of a bonded joint subjected to tensile loading. The investigation utilized an aluminum strip of EN AW 6060 as the test sample. The bonded joint was engineered with an overlap area measuring 20 × 50 mm. Within this bonded interface, a 30 mm micro wire was embedded to facilitate the local monitoring of stress development within the adhesive layer. Two commercially available adhesives were employed for this study: Alteco Super Glue and Loctite Super Bond Power Gel.

The samples were subjected to tensile testing. During the testing, the magnetic response of the embedded micro wires was measured in relation to the applied tensile load. The experimental data revealed that high-quality bonded joints produce a monotonic magnetic response, indicating consistent stress distribution and adhesion integrity. In contrast, low-quality bonded joints exhibited a discontinuous magnetic response, which signifies irregular stress distribution and potential adhesion failures.

The results show that the magnetic microwires could be an effective tool for detecting the formation of defects within bonded joints. By identifying these defects early, it is possible to predict the subsequent failure of the joint. This methodology provides valuable insights into the reliability and durability of adhesive bonds, contributing to improved quality control in manufacturing processes involving bonded joints.
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Coercivity is not only one of the most fundamental properties of a soft magnetic material, but it is also very sensitive to structural changes of the material. Thus, since the introduction of the first coercimeters the measurement of the coercivity has become an important tool for the industry in quality control [1]. Due to the continued success the coercivity measurement techniques were first standardized in IEC 60404-7:1982 [2]. This standard has included the vibrating coil magnetometer [2,3], coercimeters with magnetic sensors near the sample as well as those with magnetic sensors outside the magnetizing coil [1,2].

After decades of only minor changes (e.g. in EU being integrated in EN 10330 [4,5]), a fully revised version was published in 2019. It reflected new findings in these measurements methods and also introduced the vibration sample magnetometer in an informative appendix [6]. However, even though it has been adapted as EN IEC 60404-7:2020 [7], not in all countries the new standard has yet been implemented (even not in EU). Among the users of these standards this results in a state of insecurity which method is in compliance with the new standard and what is the roadmap for introducing the standard on a national level.

This work will not only review the major changes of the new EN IEC 60404-7:2020 with a special focus on the challenges on measuring complex-shaped soft magnetic materials and addressing the roadmap for introduction of the new standard, but also will compare the new standard to other still valid national standards in the intermediate state.
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